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City Rests Case In Sex
Discrimination Hearing

00
0

before the leftfielder went to bat during last night's high
Murray High Coach Cary Miller had a word with Scott Hill
Shelby County 7-5.(additional photos, pages 5,6).
school baseball state championship game. The Tigers lost to

Stan photo by Tony Wilson

The city of Murray, respondent in a
Kentucky Commission on Human
Rights public hearing concerning a
charge of sex discrimination in employment brought by Rosemary Lamb
against the city and its police department, rested its case Friday afternoon.
The complainant rested its case May
8 during the first part of the trial.
Attorneys J. William Phillips, for the
respondent, and Thomas A. Ebendorf,
for the complainant, agreed to make
final agruments and statements on the
case after each has received a copy of
the transcript. The court clerk has 30
days from the end of the hearing to
prepare the transcripts, including all
documents used in the proceedings. The
lawyers then have 30 days to make their
final statements.
Copies of the transcripts, documents
and final statement will be sent to each
member of the commission, consisting
of seven males and three females. The
commission members will make the
decision on the hearing at a meeting
scheduled for sometime this fall.

Gasoline Easier To Find This Weekend;
.Outlook For Rest Of Month Uncertain
By MARK POTTS
AP Business Writer
It's going to be a bit easier this
weekend than last to get gasoline,
government and industry officials say.
But the outlook for the rest of the month
is uncertain.
Oil companies have begun shipping
June gasoline allocations to service
stations. And that will let dealers refill
tanks that ran dry when May
allocations ran out.
That does not mean, though, that all
stations will be open all the time this
weekend. Some will be closed because
their first June shipments of gas didn't
arrive before the weekend. Others will
close or cut hours in an attempt to
stretch supplies through the month.
Oil companies have been limiting
dealers each month to a percentage of

the amount of gas they got a year
earlier. Texaco, for example, limited
dealers in May to 80 percent of last
May's supply, and is limiting them in
June to 70 percent.
But Texaco will distribute about as
many gallons of gas in June as in May,
despite the allotment percentage cut.
That's because more gasoline was sold
in June 1978 than in May 1978.
Traditionally, more gasoline is sold in
June than May because of the start of
vacation season.
If the same demand pattern holds
true this year, supplies could run out
fairly quickly. But analysts say there
were signs late in May that public
perception of the gas shortage is
blunting demand considerably, so gas
supplies may make it through the
month without serious shortages.

"We suggest that motorists traveling
Saturday and Sunday would do well to
travel by daylight and to have plenty of
gas before venturing far from interstates and main highways," said a
spokesman for the Missouri Auto Club.
He estimated that half the stations in
the state would be closed Sunday.
In California, where the gas shortage
has hit hardest, supplies seem to be
the
to
=proving. According
Automobile Club of Southern Califor"We are finding for the first weekend
in June,the situation is a little bit better ..c."' 73 percent of Southern California
than the last two weeks in May and
service stations plan to be open
certainly no worse," said Jan Ray, a
Saturday, while nearly 30 percent will
pump gas Sunday.
spokesman for the Auto Club of
In Northern California, surveys
Washington state.
State travel officials, however,
showed, about 39 percent of the service
continue to warn drivers to use less gas
stations planned to be open Saturday,
with just 1 percent fewer stations exand avoid, having to find gas at night,
pecting to operate on Sunday.
when marirsref-vice stations close.

In any case, gasoline should be fairly
plentiful this weekend as new shipments combine with gas left over from
last month.
"It will be OK this weekend," said
John Goodier of the Wyoming
Department of Economics and Planning. "It will probably be toward the
end of the month when it gets tight
again."

Pope Jóh/n Paul Returns Home;
Received Emotional'Welcome'
WARSAW,Poland (API -/Pope John
Paul .11, returning home 6r the first
time since • becoming 4ope seven
his native
months ago, arrived
Poland today where more than a
en prepared an
million of his count
emotiOnal'Wekiiine me."
His chartered.Alitalia Boeing727
touched down at ,'a military airport
outside Warsaw aVlO:07 a.m.(3:07 a.m.
es behind schedule.
CDT), seven
Stepping from the plane, the pontiff
knelt and kissed the ground. It was the
first time he touched Polish soil since
he was elected leader of the world's 750
million Roman Catholics last Oct. 16.The airport crowd of 20,000 watched
in awed silence as the pope stepped
from his plane, then roared it greetings
as he accepted a bouquet of flowers
from a child and stooped to kiss her
cheek.
The pontiff was greeted by Cardinal
Stefan Wyszynski, Poland's Roman
Catholic leader, and Polish President
Henry* Jablonski.

Poland has prepared an unprecedented greeting for the first
Roman Catholic pontiff to visit a
communist-ruled country, but then
John Paul is the fiFst Polish pope in
history and 90 percent of Poland's 35
million citizens are Catholics.
Before leaving Rome, the pontiff said
he-toped his visit would serve the
"consolidation of internal unity among
by beloved countrymen and further
development between the church and
the (Polish) state."
From the airport the pope was to
travel by motorcade into the capital for
a meeting in Belvedere Palace with
Communist Party leader Edward
Gierek. After that he was to conduct a
Pontifical Mass in downtown Victory
Square,adorned for the occasion with a
towering wooden cross.
At least one million people were
expected to jam the square, with
millions of others lining adjoining
streets and the motorcade route or
watching on state television.

development of a model
_AT _COSMETOLOGY WORKSHOP — The
curriculum for the teaching of cosmetology in Kentucky vocational schools,.
University this week.
was the goal of a three-day workshop at Murray State
the assignment of
given
state
the
across
from
teachers
nine
Among the
were Grace Brown,
grouping 55 instructional objectives into a master plan
left, an instructor at the Detrick Vocational Center, Louisville, and Mrs. Faye
Vocational Center.
Farris, Cherry Corner and an instructor at the Paducah
the
in
Department of Inprofessor
assistant
an
Shell,
Standing is Dr. Vicki L
1 dustrial Education and the project coordinator.

• Poles were joyous when John Paul.
then Cardinal Karol Wojtyla of
Krakow, was elected seven months ago
as the first non-Italian pope in 450
years, but today is their first chance to
show their adoration. John Paul will be
visiting his homeland for nine days for
what he calls a "religious pilgrimage.
Banners with the yellow-andwhite
Vatican colors waved beside Poland's
national colors of red and white along
the highway into the city from the
airport and hung from apartment
windows and balconies.
There were portraits of the pope.
flower decorations and blue banners for
the Virgin Mary.
Roadside shrines were freshly
decorated with new paint and flowers.
and Poles wore their Sunday best.
There were a few official sloganbearing banners. One read, "Warsaw.
city of peace, capital of a socialist
country." Another, hanging near the
Soviet war memorial, said, "We know
the price of war, we want to live and
work in peace."
Police and government officials had
been preparing for days to handle the
vast throng flooding downtown Warsaw. Militia and riot police called in
from other zones entered Warsaw
discreetly as workmen completed
metal-pipe barriers to hold back the
crowds.
Restaurants were ordered to stay
open beyond normal evening closing
tours and hospitals staffs were reinforced. Military field kitchens wee set
up on sidewalks and ,Stenciled sirls
pointed the direction to points where
drinking water was available.
In practice runs far from the
center, police in helicopters test-.
loudspeakers for traffic control.
Long lines of residents and visitor
formed to buy hot dogs and ice cream'.
cones, while shops, which often have
scant stocks on hand, showed an
unusual amount and variety of -foodstuffs.
Liquor sales were banned in Warsaw
and other cities during the days of the
pope's visits.
John Paul II was to remain in War
See POPE,
Page 12, Column 8
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partly cloudy
Partly cloudy and mild tonight.
Lows in the low 60s. Partly sunny
and warm Sunday with a few
widely scattered showers in the
area. Highs in the low 80s. Winds
will be light southeasterly
tonight. Rain chances are 30
percept Sunday.

Lamb, currently employed by the
Madisonville Police Department, was
not present at the hearing.
After lunch, Phillips called Howard
Koenen to the stand. Koenen is a
member of the Murray Common
Council and a former member of the
Public Safety Committee, that interviews police candidates and makes
recommendations for hiring.
Koenen said that he wanted to be
vertain that the department could get
the value from a person before a
recommendation would be made.
He testified that there was no certain
written criteria for the recommendation of hiring applicants. He
added that he looked for experience and
knowledge in a candidate.
Koenen explained experience as work
related to law enforcement. He added
that he watched for nervousness by the
candidates during the interviews.
In further testimony, he said that he
could not remember any specifics of his
interview with Lamb or several other
candidates in 1978. Koenen added that
he did not refuse to hire Lamb because
of her sex.
Billy Balentine, a current member of
the, council and the public safety
committee, testified that he looked for
an education in criminology, law enforcement background experience and
emotional stability as factors in
recommending candidates.
Balentine stated concern that Lamb
did not have intentions of being a career
officer. He added that she became quite

nervous when asked about a shooting
incident she was involved in. The incident was discussed in previous
testimony.
Also, he said he was concerned about
Lamb, when given hypothetical
situations, she stated she would try to
talk the arrestee into compliance.
Balentine, Who is employed by
Fisher-PriceToys, added that he has
recommended several women to be
hired at.tbe plant. He sKid he did not
refuse to hire Lamb because of her ea:—
Phillips called Steve Yarbrough as
his last witness. Yarbrough is a
councilman and a member of the public
safety committee.
Yarbrough stated that career officers
were looked for. He added that, in his
opinion, officers have to perform a
variety of services and emotional
stability was an important factor to
have in an officer.
Ebendorf called Treva Grogan—as a
rebuttal witness. Grogan was secretary
to Brent Manning, Murray police chief
in 1978. She stated that she worked with
Lamb during her internship at the
department from Murray State
,University.
She testified that she never saw
Lamb look at a police entrance test.
This contradicted testimony given by
Police Capt. Dale Spann earlier Friday.
Spann stated that he had observed
Lamb looking at a copy of the test.
Phillips added a deposition from J.
Hardiman Nix, a member of the council
and public safety committee, to the
documents of the case.

Unchanged Employment
Rate In April Masks Mild
Labor Force Deterioration
WASHINGTON (AP) — The unchanged unemployment rate in April
masks a mild deterioration in the labor
force, say several private economists
who predict that joblessness will rise to
at least 6.2 percent by summer's end.
The unemployment rate in May
remained at 5.8 percent, the Labor
Department reported Friday. If the
economists are correct, joblessness will
grow faster than expected by the Carter
administration, which says it won't
reach 6.2 percent until the fourth
quarter.
Lyle Gramley, a member of the
Council of Economic Advisors, said he
'would be surprised if the rate hit 6.2
percent'before October.
The three economists, representing
Chase Manhattan Bank, Citibank and
. Data Resources Inc., said people hired
during the last six months are highly
vulnerable to layoffs.
They predicted that unemployment
will be pronounced in the durable goods
industries, particularly autos and large
appliances, where production is-falling-and retail sales are sluggish.
Construction workers also could be
affected more than most groups
because housing starts declined in April
and savings, a prime source of mortgage money, continue to fall, the
economists said.
"In light of these signs, we expect to
see a small rise in unemployment next
month, probably to 5.9 percent, and 6.2
percent by the third quarter (July to

September), said Alan Murray, a vice
president of Citibank in New York.
An increase from 5.8 percent to 6.2
percent represents about 400,000 jobs,
the Bureau of Labor Statistics said.
"We now see clear-cut signals of cuts
in consumer demand. It's only a matter
of time before this shows up in the
unemployment rate," said Douglas
Bendt, an economist with Chase
Manhattan Bank, who says joblessness
could reach 6.4 percent by September
Robert Gough, an economist at Data
Resources Inc., Cambridge, Mass.,
said a 6.5 percent unemployment rate is
possible by the fall.
Each economist was more impressed
by the level of employment than the
rate of unemployment.
They had expected an increase
greater than the 140,000 reported by the
Labor Department, in light of April's
670,000 decline, the largest drop in 4',2
years.
"Taken together, that's a decline
since March of half a million people,"
said Citibank's Murray.
Innther economic rrews Friday, the
Commerce Department reported that
new construction in April rose 1 percent
to an annual rate of $214.4 billion.
The figures reflected somewhat
slower growth than in March, when
construction increased 3 percent to
$211.9 billion.
The average annual rate for the
three-month period ended April was
$210.7 billion, 2 percent below the
preceding threemonth period.

up too far in trying to fill a hole at the Purchase
OOPS — This dump truck from the Toy L. Barnett Co. backed
because t116 store was in the process of building
filled
be
to
was
hole
The
gravel.
with
District Furnittlre Warehouse
a ramp. Some gasoline leaked from the tank. Gary fbnes,driver of the truck, was not hurt
Staff Photo By NW'Sanders
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Miss Kathie Broach Is 'Married To I

'Ago

Frances Drake

t4

Mr. Branson At The Club House

FOR SUNDAY,JUNE 3, 1979

NOSMTAL NEWS 1

5-23-79
NEWBORN ADMISSION
Fizzell, Baby Girl (Kathy),
Rt. 7, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Myrtle E. Parrish, Rt.
2 Hazel, Cynthia Robinson, 30
Riviera - Ct. Murray, Mrs.
Dana Par7tish, Rt. 8 Bx. 295,
Murray, Mrs. Ulliarn S. Gann,
Rt. 1 Bx. 405.D, Mayfield,
i1oldie L. Hicks, 502 Elm,
Murray, Mrs. Imogene
Falwell, Rt. 7 Bx. 124, Murray,
Mrs. Alma Re. Laird, Rt. 1 Bx.
47, Buchanan, Tenn., Mrs.
Glenna S. Higgins and Baby
Boy, Rt. 5 Bx. 384A, Murray,
Mrs. Vickie G. Bell and Baby
girl, Rt. 4, Mayfield, Richard
E. Smith Bx. 235, Puryear,
Term., Charlotte Doerner, 765
Fairview, Paducah,Jimmy D.
Robinson, Rt. 2 Bx. 139,
Murray, Charles W. Ranson,
1315 Kirkwood, Murray,Melessa.
19 Dexter, Jarod D. Garland,
Rt. 1 Benton, Mrs;. Johnie E.
Myers, 714 Riley Ct, Murray,
Fred T. Lee, Rt. 4 Murray,
Taylor W. Smith, 1625 College
Farm Rd. Murray, Willard I.
Thweatt, Rt. 1 Alum, Mrs
Beatrice Crump, Rt. 3 Bx. 331,
Murray, Edwin H. Parks, fit
4 Bx. 149 Murray, Mrs. Helen
M. Michael (expired), CR Bx
117, Hamlin.

SAGM'ARIUS
Pitch in and help a mate or
0 close ally with a project.
What kind of day will (Nov. 22 to Dec. 2D 3eir4ei
Others may not see what TAURUS
tomorrow be' To find out what
Miss
Kathie
Broach
Miss Tracey Morris, St.
Apr. 20 to May 20)
the stars say, read the you're driving at. Despite
youngest daughter of Mr. and Charles,
/sMo., cousin of the
some
pleasant
ness, business
it will be difficult to attend Mrs. Ray T. Broach, and
forecast given for your birth
bride, was flower girl and
affairs do not seem to get off to onerous tasks. Stick with
Sign.
Keith Branson, son of Mrs. carried
a basket of mixed
the ground.
projets you care about. Don't Celesta Wilson, Paducah,
and apricot spring flowers. Her
CAPRICORN
ARIES
be careless with valuable Ed Branson, Dallas,
Texas floor length dress, fashioned
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) kir
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)4r
possessions.
were married in a candlelight by the bride's
Efforts
mother, had a
to
arrive at a GEMINI
You may be undecided
ceremony at 6:30 p.m. on double self
ruffle collar with
about a work project. solution—regarciing a work ( May 21 to June 20) TI
Saturday, May 12.
semi-fitted bodice and sunDiscussions with others seem project may be difficult.
Forego idle chatter. There
The double ring ceremony burst pleated skirt
Social
life is conducive to may be a change of plans re
non-productive. Not everyone
of apricot
romance, espeeially for social life. Your best bet is to took place at the Murray silesta.
is straightforward.
travelers.
The groom was attired in a
TAURUS
seek enjoyment near home Woman's Club House with
Bro. Bill McClarin officiating. candlelight tuxedo
AQUARIUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20) ti
base.
with a
Wedding vows were written by candlelight shirt
Recreational pursuits may (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
CANCER
and vest. His
You should be pleased about (June 21 to July 22) 181
be costly. Judgment is clouded
boutonniere was a gardenia.
0 the bridal couple.
Miss
Carole
Smith,
about a joint money project. a domestic development, but
Don't be careless or you
Terry Broach, brother of the
Don't let distractions lead to social life has a note of con- could misplace a valuable Hopkinsville, pianist and bride, served as best man.
fusion. Someone fails to do item. A serious mood prevails guitarist, played several, Grooms
error.
men
were
Ed
what is expected.
•
GEMINI
at home. Postpone domestic selections preceeding the qaMcAuliff, Chicago, Ill,
Monty
PISCES
ceremony. Miss Jenelle ,Cathey.
entertainment of. friends.
May 21 to June 20)
Itarray,__ Randy
Deceptive trends affect t Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Brown, Louisville, was the Burdette,
- LEO
d,'ifld'Steve
Showing your feelings is the (July 23 to Aug. 22) 4124iQ soloist.
relations with others. Home
Boar,'Princeton. They wore
best
way
communi
to
cate with
You could misjudge a
affairs show mixed results.
Mrs. Bob
Cornelison. tuxedoes with candlelight
Protect health, as you could be loved ones. An element of friend's intentions. Mentally Scottsboro, Ala., sister of the
jackets, dark brown trousers,
confusion on the home front. restless, your mind could bride read
somewhat edgy.
a welcome letter and vests with apricot
Be
shirts.
wary.
wander. Apply self to a written by the bridal couple
CANCER
David Morris, Jr., St.
YOU BORN TODAY are definite task and concentrate.
June 21 to July 22)
after which the soloist sang Charles, Mo.,
cousin of the
Despite
surface versatile and creative. Your VIRGO
"Never My Love."
bride, was ring bearer. His
flair
for the written and
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
agreements, there are still
The fireplace was the for- attire was
a candlelight
A tip re business could be mal
some unresolved issues. At spoken word; makes you
setting with an :altar hiked° with apricot
especial
ly
suited
for
writing,
false information. Minor
shirt.
times you're inclined to
arrangement of mixed apricot
Serving as ushers were
retreat to your private dream acting, lecturing, magazine expenditures could mount up.
spring
flowers,
daisies,
sweet Kevin Branson, Paducah, Bob
work, teaching, and ad- Take inventory of your
world.
peas, reberium lilies and Cornelison,
vertising. In business, you can financial situation.
LEO
Scottsboro, Ala.,
baby's breath complimented Robert Lowery,
t July 23 to Aug. 22) aft-A sell your product and would LIBRA
Murray, and
Intangible factors affect succeed as a broker, banker, (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) Aer31 by pedestals of natural foliage Reid Ward, Paducah. The
Advice from friends could and spiral and tiered can- ushers wore dark brown
friendships. An atmosphere of publisher, or promoter.
TITLED AMERICANS
doubt may creep in. Financial Restless, at times you scatter be unsound. Use self-analysis delabra. A unity candle tuxedoes with apricot shirts.
NEW YORK jAP) — Titles
opportunity despite the ten- your energies. Your best to get to the root of the centered the altar setting
are more important than
Groomsmen and ushers wore
success comes with a concern problem. Make a point of
The candles were lighted by boutonnieres
dency to overspend.
money to many young women
of
white
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Keith Branson
for universal principles. Then, being nice to others.
Kevin Branson, Paducah, rosebuds.
VIRGO
seeking employment in ofyour creative gifts become SCORPIO
brother of the groom, and Bob
• Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
fices, according the head of a
The mother of the bride and Mrs. C. E. Rhodes,
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny
Someone at home interferes more than simply tools of self- (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) rn/et• Cornelison, Scottsboro, Ala., wore a formal sleevele
secretar
ial agency here.
Thomvil
ss
le,
gown
Ohio;
Mr.
and Hewitt, Belleville, Ill.; Jim
Obtain facts Oefore making brother-in-law of the bride as of aqua
with concentration. Pleasant expression. Rather, they
Few of his applicants wish
silesta
Mrs.
chiffon
Harry
with
a
Morris,
Lisa
become
the
means
Grable,
through a business decision. Don't take a medley was played: Mothers
Portageville, Mo.; to be secretaries,
news from a distance, but you
shirred bodice trimmed with Morris, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
says Arnold
Mr. and Mrs. Uncle! Peal, Castor,
may be hesitant about which you can influence the
anything for granted. The of the bride and groom each beaded
president of Hamilton
matchin
g Venise lace. N. Morris, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Mark Peal
thoughts of mankind. Bir- p.m.favorsa confiden
presenting new ideas.
and Greg Peal, Mr. Systems Inc.
tial chat lighted a candle at the altar The softly flared skirt
He has found
draped David Morris, Tracey Morris, and Mrs. Mickey
thdate of; Tony Curtis, actor;
with a friend.
from which the bridal couple to the floor. Her
Morehead, that although his business
David
corsage
Morris, Jr. Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Gary
was
Alan Ginsberg, poet; and SAGITTARIUS
LIBRA
lighted the unity candle/as phalaenopsis orchids.
Forsythe, advertises only -secretarial"
Mrs. Johnny Cox, John David David
Alain Resnais; filminaker.
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) WI
1 Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 41-1
Forsythe, Mr. and Mrs. positions, a surprisi
(1
"The Wedding Song"
ng number
The
mother
Cox
of
the
and
groom
Michael Cox all of St. _Donald Forsythe,
Be attentive to partners and sung.
Deceptive crosscurrents FOR MONDAY,JUNE 4, 1979
and Sheila of applicants are prepared to
wore
a
formal
gown
Charles,
of
maize
Mo.;
Randy
Erwin,
close
allies. Don't let friends
Forsythe, Mrs. Ida Peal, Lake reject
Impede judgment. It may be
The bridal party entered as
$15,000 secretarial jobs
What kind of day will distract you from
tasks. An the pianist played "Today." angel knit with a sleeveless Cape Girardeau, Mo.; Mr. and 'City.
hard to pin others down,
for those,as "administrative
tomorrow be" To find out what old acquain
blouson
bodice
trimmed
Mrs.
with
'Robert
Cornelis
on
and
tance
has a helpful The bride entered with
Postpone fforts to arrive at
z Rehearsal Dinner
her matching venise lace. The Mrs. Blaine Corneli
assistants" paying $2,000 less.
the stars say, read the
business tip.
son,
the truth of the situation.
The parents of the groom
parents who were then seated softly pleated skirt
forecast given for your birth
Other preferred titles are•
fell to the. ,Heath; Mr. and Mrs. Bab were
CAPRICORN
SCORPIO
hosts for the rehearsal ''executive secretary" or
and the couple walked floor from a fitted
Sign.
VJ
Cornelis
Dec.
cum22
on,
to
Jan. 19)
Scottsboro, Ala.; dinner at Dakota
( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) In,
together to the altar.
Feed and ,"account coordinator," says
berburid. Her corsage was
Don't shirk duty. You could
Miss
Carole
Look forward to in:a:roved
Smith, Grain. Places were
Bride's
laid for Castor, who adds that "males
Dress
ARIES
phalaeno
psis
orchids.
become
Hopkins
careles
ville,
s.
Mixing
Miss Jenelle thirty4ive guests.
relations with a partner, but
The
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19
bride
wore
a
formal
are satisfied to be called
The
groom'
business
s maternal Brown, Louisville;
with pleasure doesn't
friends are unpredictable,
Ed
The bridal.uouple presented secretaries these days and
In some way, you could put _bring results. Talk with gown of candlelight_shirtcnit grandmother, Mrs. Ida
Peal, McAuliff and Deb Warrnbier, gifts to
perhaps confused. Keep a
their bridal at- they often have excellent
organza.
your foot in your mouth. business advisers.
Reembroide-ed Grand Rivers, wore a .beige Chicago;
close watch on finances.
Randy Burdette, tendants.
Watch slips of the tongue. AQUARIUS
alencon lace and tiny pearls print floor length
skills."
dress and Reidland; Steve Boaz and
created a solitaire yoke and jacket. Her corsage
Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
was a Renee Dunbar, Princeton;
Some plans in connection standup collar. A double white orchid.
Mr. and Mrs. Rob ,Wilson,
with business and domestic layered flounce of organza
The guest register was Kevin Branson, Reid Ward,
affairs need to be revised. outlined the yoke formed the attended by Miss Lynn Hewitt Karen Ward,
It i wish pleasure too
Bill Fowler,
on't go overboard re sleeves and draped to below of Murray.,Guests were given Lynn Riddle,
announc
e that Malinda
Linda Schrock,
romance. Consult with ac- the waist in back in a capelet a souvenir
Coo.4rart. . bride-elect of
scroll encircled Lisa Jones, Steve Massey, and
countants.
effect. Motifs of alencon with a miniature
llahr-Idathis. hus selecttd
gold wedding Suzanne
Dannenmueller,
PISCES
graced either side of the skirt band.
silrer.
laer
china.
Rickey
Roberts
on,
Paducah
;
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 201
beginning just above the
Receptio
Zach
.tainless
n
Thomas
and
Cry'tat
.
on,
Kimber
It may be hard to finish waistline dipping down into
A reception ,followed the Bentley, Patricia Eddins, and
joatterns from our bridal
domestic tasks, as you're the gracefully flared skirt. A
ceremony In the reception hall Mr. and Mrs. Gabe Hobbs,
registr".
easily distracted. Share deep flounce attached
with as4of the club house. The five Henderson;
‘.Nulinda , and Dole
responsibilities with mate or border of matchin
g lace en- petal, three tiered wedding
Mr. and Mrs. James /lathclose allies. Be conscientious. circled
will
be married June 23.
the hemline and full cake stood in the center
of the cock. Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn
YOU BORN TODAY are chapel
I 472.
length train. -room on a round table draped Sirls, Tonia Barnett, Sharon
. •Sb. ..4
more serio0s and stable than
The bridal ensemble was with a pauo cloth.
Pritchard, and Gerri Cleaver,
the typical member of your
completed with an ivory lace
The buffet table was Benton; Connie Mikez, Mr.
sign. Your ability to keep your
feet on the ground enables you profile cap from which drifted covered with a white cloth and Mrs. Mike Cartwright,
soft silk illusion to the entire holding__ brass
Murray.Kentucky
sf.
to • curb
appointments Mr. and Mrs. Larry Sims,
the
natural
restlessness of Gemini. Music, length of the train,
and accented with mixed Mayfield; Randy Root, New
She carried_ a victorian apricot spring flowers
writing, acting, and interior
in tall Richmond, Ohio; Michelle
design are some of the fields in bouquet of gardenias and lilies brass candelabra.
Ramage, Dycusburg; Scott
which you'd find happiness. In of the valley with a cathedral
Serving for the reception Bonta, Washington j D.C.;
of pea-pls.—Her-only were Mrs. Diane Rhoades Michelle Fondaw
business, you"Fe frai tedTö
, Mr. and
law, real estate, banking, and jewelry was pearl earrings Montgomery, Mrs. Sandy Mrs. 2filson Cannon,
Keith
brokerage. Your best success belonging to her mother
2 - 8 X 10
Bibb Culp, Mrs. Jill Falwell Curlin, Clinton;
comes
The street department is no longer
when you strive to be
Serving as maid of honor Mathis and Ms. Connie
5X7
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Henshaw
Mikez
original. Avoid getting into a was Miss Juana Stockdale of Mayfield
virwm.I.Ers
/5Portr.rly
picking up brush. Please do not place
. The wedding and and
Mike
Henshaw,
Cleiireanad ..th
wool,
rut or letting laziness keep you with Mrs. Gale Broach Corthe reception was directed by Morganfield; Dan Stallings,
al Mr.* oreests
brush
from making the most of your nelison as matron of honor.
at the edge of the street.
Mrs. Jerry Falwell, assisted Rockport,
Ind.;
Mary
abilities.
Bridesmaids were Miss Lore by Mrs. Rex Smith.
Thank You For
Beasley, Jim Clark, and Mike
Landolt, Mrs. Kathy Jackson
Following a wedding trip to Johnson, Frankfort; Teddy
CHILDREN,ELDERLY
Your Cooperation.
NO UNIT
Hargrove and Miss Sandra French Lick, Indiana the Carpenter,
VULNERABLE TO FIRE
DanvWe; Jackie
Stark. All attendants wore couple is making their home
Raymond Clark,
in Thomas and Sherry Martin,
MINNEAPOLIS ( AP). —
ALL AGES
identical gowns of apricot Murray.
Hopkinsv
ille;
Erin Flannery,
Children under 5 and people
Street Superintendent
silesta. The blouson bootees
Out of town guests were Mr. Denver, Colo.;
over 65 are particularly
featured open capelet sleeves
vulnerable to fire death, acand the sunburst pleated
cording to a recent report
skirts flared to the floor.
issued
by
Honeywell.
Each attendant carried an
Together, these two groups
empire bouquet of sweet peas,
account for only 20 percent of
ruberium
lilies, shasta
the nation's population, yet
daisies, baby's breath and
they represent 45 percent of
bakers fern.
all fire deaths-.
The report said that
Richard the
children
often
became England died Lionheart of
of a battle
FROM
frightened and hid when
wound in France in 1199.
confronted with fire, while the
Legends have romanticized
elderly were often hindered
him as a paragon of chivalry.
because
they suffered from
STUDIOS
but the facts# of hi, life
impaired eyesight, hearing,
ON1
describe little more than a
MONDAY SATURDAY
".mobility,
lucidity
and coarse and
often brutal
- (SUNDAY 10 45 A M &oOOPM
strength.
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NOTICE

UST DAY

GOSPEL
MEETING

JUNE 4-10
7:30 P.M,.

REGAL

$1.95

DEPOSIT WHEN
PHOTOGRAPHED

'9.95

SERMON TOPICS

PHOTO
GRAPHS ARE
OE I IVE PIED

NOTICE

DAYS: LAST DAY SUNDAY
DATES: JUNE 3
HOURS: 1-5
CENTRAL SHOPPING CTR.

EFFECTIVE MI" 19th, 1979
Residents of Murray and C.r.ioway County may dump
residential garbage free of charge at the city owned
landfill IF:
1. There is a city sticker ON the VEHICLE or
2. The resident has a current city sticker receipt
with their drivers license.
THERE WILLIE A CHARGE TO ALL INDIVIDUALS DUMPING CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL OA TIRES AT
TR
CITY OWNED LAMOFILL.
Maulers for hire will be considered Commercial
customers regardless of the material being dumped
and will be charged.
Approved by the Public Works Ceveimittee of therCity,
of Murray Common Council May 11, 1911.

MONDAY
SHAVE SINNED
TUESDAY
JUST AS(AM
WEDNESDAY - GOD IS NOT MOCKED
THURSDAY
IS HELL REAL
FRIDAY
HEAVEN HOLDS ALL
SATURDAY — NO CHANGE OF PLAN
SUNDAY A M
8181.E
SUNDAY P M

GREATEST OUESTION6 IN THE

VACATION
.BIBLE SCHOOL
June 4-8
9:30-11:00 A.M.
CLASSES FOR
TODDLER-ADULT
THEME:

"JESUS,MY LORD"

WHY DO YOU WAIT ?

SPEAKER:
TRUMAN SPRING

ADULT CLASS TAUGHT
BY: TRUMAN SPRING

GREEN PLAIN CHURCH OF CHRIST
OLD MURRAY-PARIS ROAD BETWEEN MURRAY AND HAZEL
FOR TRANSPORTATION ON THE CHURCH BUSES PLEASE PHONE
492 8206

A

a
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HEALTH --

Events Listed For Community Calendar

Mr. and Mrs. Maurice F.
Crass, Sr., will be honored at a
reception in celebration of
their 50th wedding anniversary at the home a Mr.
and Mrs. A. B. Crass, 2100
Gatesboro Circle, from 2 to 5
p.m.
•
Goodman
Happy
The
Family will be presented in
concert at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center at 8 p.m. Tickets are $.5
each.

Events at Land Between the
Lakes will Include Companion
Planting at Empire Farm
from 2 to 4 p.m., GrandThe
at
Day
parent'l
Homeplace-1850 from 2 to 4
p.m., and Who's Who in the
PlaAt Family at Center
Station at 3 p.m.
Howard Brandon's Sunday
School Class at Elm Grove
Baptist Church will have
lunch at 12:30 p.m. at Sirloin
Stockade.

Yard Sale by Deward's
Chapel Pentecostal Church
will be held at 908 Sycamore
Street, Murray, starting at 8
a.m.

Monday,June 4
Divorce Support Group,
sponsored by Counseling and
Testing Center, Murray State
University, will be at 7 p.m. at
Ordway Hall. For information
call 762-6851.

Tuesday, June 5
Murray Christian Women's
Club luncheon will be held at
the Holiday Inn at 12:30 p.m.
Reservations may be made by
calling 759-46635 or 753-3215.

Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets. This is open to all
persons with any emotional or
nervous needs.

Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club is
scheduled to meet at the
Health Center at 7 p.m.

The Rev. and Mrs. A. M.
Thomas wit: be honored at a
reception in celebration of
their 50th wedding anniversary at the home of
Chaplain and Mrs. Harold B.
Howard,804 North 20th Street,
Murray, from 3 to 5 p.m. The
family requests that guests
not bring gifts.

Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Nature
Bike Hike at 9 a.m.,
Salamander Meander it 2
-Moonlight
an
p,m.,
Discovery Walk at 8:30 p.m.,
Lakeside Singers will
all at Center Station; Coma concert at Lake
present
posting from 2 to 3 p.m. at
State Park at 8:30
Empire Farm; Tall Tales at 8 Barkley
p.m.
50.
p.m. at The Homeplace-18
Square and round dancing
Film, "Shiokari Pass," wilt
will be held at the Woodmen of
shown at Elm Grove
be
the World Hall at 7:30 p.m..
Baptist Church at 7:30 p.m.
is invited at no
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 The public
charge.
Free and Accepted Masons
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
Monday,June 4
hall with work in the E. A.
for
Pre-kindergarten
Degree.
children, ages 3 to 5, will open
today at the Eastwood Baptist
Car Wash, sponsored by
Church, Highway 94 East. For
Coldwater United Methodist
call 759-4090 or
information
Youth Fellowship, will be held
753-2557.
at Ross'Standard Station, 15th
and Main Streets, Murray,
Coldwater United Methodist
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Church Women will meet at 7
Film, "The Return and the p.m.
Revelation," will be shown at
Olga Hampton WMU of
the • Christian Fellowship
Church, Briensburg, at 7:30 Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will meet at the church at 7:30
p.m.
Sunday. June 3
'-Groups of First Baptist
Ledbetter Baptist Church Church Women will meet as
will hold its homecoming follows: Lottie Moon with
today.
Mrs. Allen McCoy at 7/p.m.
and Kathleen Jones with Mrs.
Charter will be presented to Clifford Smith at 7:15 p.m.
Disabled American Veterans
Auxiliary, Murray Unit 50, at
Volunteer
Teenage
the American Legion Hall at 2 Program for persons at least
p.m. All members are urged 14 years or older at Murrayto attend.
Calloway County Hospital will
an organizational
have
Gospel concert iby The meeting in the hospital lobby
King's Sons and Cynthia at 10:30 a.m.
Turnbow will be at 2:30 p.m.
at the Fellowship Hall of the
Monday,June 4
First Baptist Church.
Executive Board of the
Murray Woman's Club will
Homecoming and memorial meet at 11:30 a.m. at the club
. services will be at Coles Camp house.
Methodist
Ground United
church.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons is
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Wilma scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
Barnett will be honored at a at the lodge hall.
reception in celebration of
their - 50th wedding anParents Anonymous will
niversary at the home of Mr. meet at 7:15 p.m. For inand Mrs. Bob Barnett, Hardin, formation call 759-1792 or 7539261. from 2 to 4.p.m.

1 eat-AlAyr
Good Husbandry
By Abigail Van Buren
1979 by Chicago Tobuna-fit Y

eittys Sync) Inc

DEAR ABBY I notice that the-ficst of your TEN COM
MANDMENTS FOR HUSBANDS is:
"Thou shalt put thy wife before thy mother, thy father.
thy daughter and thy son,for she is thy lifelong coMpaniop."
Abby, does your -husband put you before his- mother? And
does your son put his wife before you?
CURIOUS IN N.J.
•
DEAR CURIOUS: I hope so.
DEAR ABBY: My husband has promised to abide by your
decision. Our problem is his snoring. He starts to snore the
minute he dozes off, and he snores like a,.bull.
I have put up with his snoring for the seven years we've
shared the same bed. Not.once have I nudged him or asked
him to roll over because I cpdn't want to disturb his much
needed sleep.
However, complain bitterly when he insists on falling
asleep in the living room while I'm trying to watch TV.
When leomplain he says he enjoys dozing off with the TV
on. that its his living room, too, and I am being
unreasonable.
I say that he is being unreasonable to subject me to his
snoring while I'm trying to watch TV.
What is your verdict?
BOTHERED IN BELLEVUE
DEAR BOTHERED: I hereby declare the living room off
limits for snoozing. If hubby enjoys dozing off with the T%
on, let him get a portable TN for the bedroom and snore to
his heart's content.
Furthermore, if you continue to suffer in silence ever:i
night while your husband snores like a bull, I order a
psychiatric examination for you! IYou are either a masochist
or a martyr.). Get some earplugs. Court adjourned.
DEAR ABBY: I'm 23 and my husband is 31. We've been
married for two years and have no children. He has a small
business and I have a full-time job. We have separate check
ing accounts and separate lives. He refuses to discuss- hi,
business or income with me.
He is never at home 'at night and I never know where he
is. He stays-out almost every night until the bars close, and
on weekends he's never 4t home even in the daytime.
I got so fed up with being alone. left him once. When I
try to talk to him about our problems, it helps for a few days.
then he goes back to his old ways: What should I do'?
LEFT ALONE:
DEAR LEFT: Nowhere in your letter do you mention
"love.. Why did you marry? Surely not to have separate
lives. As I see it, your husband enjoys being married as long
as he can live like • bachelor. If you want a real marriage.
free yourself from this empty, in-name-only relationship and
find a man who wants to be a full-time husband.

e are plemed to an-..
flounce that Debbie and
Keith Edwards hare
selected their china from
our complete bridal
registry.
Debbie and Keith
were married Mav 25.
1979.

CONFIDENTIAL TO "MARRIAGE IN TROUBLE IN
VENTURA": Your letter tells me that your husband is
using the television to avoid talking about what's really
bothering him. You need to talk honestly to each other
Open up a dialogue with love-not in anger.

The Showcase
Ends Thar.

Group II of CWF of First
Christian Church will meet at
2 p.m. in the church library
Tuesday. June 5
County with Mrs. W. Z. Carter and
Murray-Calloway
as
Senior Citizens Advisory Mrs. Lessie Pickard
as
Riley
Betty
Mrs.
hilstesses,
Board will meet at 1:30 p.m. at
Mrs.
and
leader,
program
1620
Center,
John's
St.
the
Frances Cturchill to give the
West Main.
devotion.
Ann Hasseltine Class of
Lakeside Singers will
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet at the Colonial House present a concert at 8:30 p.m.
Smorgasbord at6 p.m.
at Kenlake State Park.

Do you wish you had more friends? For tbe secret of
popularity, get Abby'a new booklet: "How To Be Popular,
You're Never Too Young or Too Old." Send $1 with • long,
self-addressed, stamped (28 cents) envelope to Abby, 132
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.
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The greatest
stuntman alive!

BURT
REYNOLDS

Before larc fate sseated
try the deep the soy:wine.Posed,
will mamal one last secret

Imagine your life hangs by a thread.
'
COMA
BUJOHI - MIGHAII DRUM :IN;
tiro."amm

Late Show Fri. I Sat. 1140
Adult Entortainmont
1110r Ow Only

KIEVINVD
THE POSEIDON ADVENTURE

and

yer

Tuesday. June 5
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 10 a.m. at the Dexter
Center.
Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Clubb will
have a called meeting at the
club house at 7:30 p.m.
Gladys Williamson Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will meet at the home of Susie
Scott at 7:30 p.m.
First United Methodist
Church Women will hold their
general meeting Ve10 a.m. at
the church with the Executive
Committee to meet at 9 a.m.
First Baptist Church WMU
will meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
church.
Dorothy Group of First
Baptist Church Women will
meet with Mrs. Hugh Noffsinger at 10:30 a.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murrayy
Senior Citizens. For information call 753-0929.

Dealing with oily hair
Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D

h
.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I
have this problem with the
hair on .my head. My hair
gets so oily I must shampoo
every morning just to keep
the grease away.
I've tried every shampoo I
can get my hands on, especially those for oily hair.
Can you recommend some
type of drink which can be
taken internally that will cut
down on this oil in my hair?
DEAR READER - There
are a few medical conditions
that contribute to excess
oiliness of the skin. Most of
these are associated with
other symptoms which you
didn!t mention so I think it's
unlikely that you have anything more than just an
excessive production of oil.
If you have other skin
problems, it might be worth
checking in with your doctor
just to be sure that you don't.
have any underlying cause
for most of your problems.
For most people the simple excess formation of skin
oils that results in oily hair is
best treated by just frequently washing the hair.
Once a day is not too much
for an individual with such a
pibblem. In many people
with truly excessive
amounts of oil, washing the

Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Winter
Firiffood program at Empire
Farm from 100 to II a.m. and 2
to 3 p.m.

An old law once on the books
in Indianapolis, Ind., makes it
a crime to argue on Sunday.

110SPIIIIL NEWS
5-20-79
No Newborn Admissions
DiSmissals
Mrs. Linda F. McLeod and
Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Benton, Mrs.
Betty Jane Willoughby, 1503
London Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Goldie A. Smith, Rt. 1 Bx. 83,
Dexter, Mrs. Therm Carol
Long, Rt. 4, Lone Oak Rd.,
Paris, Tenn., Coy L. Hale, 1612
College Farm Rd., Murray,
Clarence Hopper, Rt. 2,
tuchanan, Tenn. Marvin 0.
Page, 501 S. 9th, Murray, Mrs.
Artie 0. Wilber, 906 Vine,
Mrs.
Roberta
Murray,
Ferguson, 815 S. 4th St.,
Murray, Mrs. Betty McElroy,
Rt. 1 Bx. 70-A, Hollow Rock,
Tenn.
5-21-79
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Carolyn S. Henson and
Baby Boy, Rt. 9 Bx. 274,
Benton, Mrs. Mercedes
Gibbons, Rt. I Bx. 339, Cottage
Grove, Tenn., Charles E.
Miller, Rt. 1 Bx. 113, Dexter,
Frederick A. Timmerman,616
Columbia Burlington, Iowa,
Mrs. Donna T. Martin, Rt. 6
Bx. 303, Murray, Mrs. Helen
R. Hobbs, Rt. 1 Cottage Grove,
Tenn., Eddie Tidwell, Bx. 25,
Dexter, Michael E. Rushing,
422 Birch Cove, Mayfield,
Mrs. Paula B. Bruce, Rt. 1
Benton, Mrs. Debra J. Carr,
11)5, Coach Estates, Murray,
Mrs. Brenda K. Joyce, Rt. 3
Box 335, Murray, James W.
Olive,
Thurmond, 1206
Murray, Mrs. Lucille G. Ray,
Rt. 1,Bx. 180, Mayfield, Annie
M. Houser, Rt. 1 Bx. 365,
Renton, Jim S. Ramsey, 514
Broad, Murray, Jesse T.
Huddleston, Rt. I Cerulean,
Luke A. Blanton, 506 N. 1st,
Murray, Mrs. Eva M. Wise
expired), Rt. 1 Bs. 596,
Hardin.
5-22-79
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Linda S. Skinner and
Baby Boy, Bx. 753 Cadiz, Mrs.
Barbara A. Cash and Baby
Boy, 820 N. 13th, Mayfield,
Mrs.
K.
Sharyn
Hollingsworth, 1602 Dodson,
Murray, Mrs. Mary V.
Marello, 707 Poplar, Murray,
Tina M. Wyatt, Rt. 8 Bx. 1215,
Murray, Larry D. Haneline,

hair twice a day is perfectly
all right.
Ordinarily, blow drying of
the hair is hard on it because
it eliminates oils that are in
the hair shaft and are important to the texture of the hair
itself. But in a person who
has truly excessive amounts
of oil, blow drying the hair
might not be a bad idea.
I'm sending you The
Health letter number 12-6,
Hair Care, to give you an
overall appreciation of the
factors that affect your hair
and how to take care of it.
Other readers who want this
issue can senc1,50 cents with
a long, stamped, self-addressed envelope for it. Send
your request to me in care of
this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
..Dne Of the factors that
contributes to oily hair is an
oily skin., specifically _ the
forehead. The oils from-the
forehead are quickly picked
up by the hair, especially

-Mr.8 .t2744...
HUMPHREYS GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Humphreys, 1416 Porter Court,
Paris, Tenn., are the parents
of a baby girl, Chasity Irene,
weighing 6 pounds 942 ounces,
born on Saturday, May 12„ at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. D. L.- Humphreys of
Paris, Tenn. Great grandmothers are Mrs. Irene Ball
and Mrs. Mildred Williams,
all of Paris, Tenn.

with certain hair styles, and
the next thing you know you
have oily hair again.
Another source of oil is if
you use oily hand lotiobs.
Any of the oil that's left on
the hand gets in the hair if
you have the habit of rubbing your hand through your
hair at some point during the
day.
You should also avoid adding any oily or greasy applications to your face if you're
trying to keep the oil out of
•
your hair.
I'm sorry that there isn't a
drink or some medicine that
you could take that would
immediately solve your
problem. There isn't. Your
problem is not caused by
something you eat nor is it
caused by lack of something
that you need to eat. It's not
a vitamin deficiency.
There are some shampoos
that contain chemicals that
are particularly effective in
cleanaing .the hair of oil.
These are mentioned in The
Health Letter that I'm sending you.

GroupsA AndB Of
Ladies Tennis To _.
Play Next Week
Groups A and B of the
Ladies Tennis of the Murray
Country Club will play on
Monday, June 4, and Tuesday,
June 5, respectively, at 9:330
a.m, at the club.
Pairings for A for Monday
are as follows:
Ellen Harrell, Lois Keller,
Nancy Whitmer, and Brenda
Marquardt.
Peggy Billington, Rainey
Apperson, Lillie Johnson, and
Georgianna Moffitt.
Sue Overbey, Judy Carroll, •
Shirley Homra, and Lynn
Houston.
Pairings for B for Tuesday
are as follows:
Jean Hurt, Ruth Pickens,
Lynn Stout,and Kay Ray.
Penny Cappock, Shirley
Boone, Patsy Miller, and
Carol Boaz.
Janna Htrghes, Sharon
Wells, Agnes Payne, and Joni
Billington.

ROGERS BOY
A baby boy, Brad Lee,
Rt. 1 Bx. 28, Farmington, Mrs. weighing 8 pounds 5 ounces,
Anna L. Gay, Rt. 1 Bx. 590 was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Hardin, Mrs. Vanita K. Delmer Leon Rogers of
Paschall, Rt. 1 Puryear, Buchanan, Tenn., on Monday,
Tenn., Mrs. Nancyl. Bogard, May 14, at the MurrayRt. 7 Bx. 299A, Murray, Calloway County Hospital.
Sherry Haler, Rt. 1, Almo,
Maternal grandparents are
Joseph H. Rextroat, 2017 Mrs. Gladys Cox of Paris,
Gatesboro, Murray, Nathan Tenn, and Floyd Cox of the
Sorensen, Rt. 2 Murray, Mrs. 'Henry County Nursing Home.
Louise -J. Weatheely, 204 Paternal grandparents are
Woodlawn, Murray, Mrs. Molene Rogers of Como,
Leqia E. Thomas, Rt. 1 Dover, Tenn., and the late Irene
Tenn'., Martin L. Gaede, Rt. 7 Rogers of Buchanan, Term.
Bx. 720, Murray, William R.
Whitis, 518 S. 13th, Murray,
Mrs. Maude K. Whitis, 518 S.
13th, Murray, Mrs. Effie M.
Myers, 1206- Poplar, Murray,
To Murray
Lynn D. Burkeen, Rt. 3 Bx.
Voters
366, Murray, Curtis Doty, Rt. 1
Many thanks for your
Springville, Tenn., Leo H.
ng support. I
overwhelmi
Rand, 510 S. 8th, Murray,
am humbled by it and sinHenry L. Clark, Rt. 2 Murray,
cerely appreciate your kinHomer E. Cohoon, 806 N. 18th,
dness
Murray, Mrs. Violet R. Ellis,
416 N. 8th, Murray, Elvis G.
C.C. Lowry
McReynolds (expired),
Murray Manor Apts. H5,
Murray.

Two time Gospel Gramm,

"Crime lusters"

1 WK. NET-Ends Thurs.
7 ISO 25 2 30Sun

IT

.I

lt Tops The Saucy
Fun of"Goodbye Girl"
I hey r ouldn't
haw celebrated happrer
arfrosaries if they
were married to
each other.

Ellen
Burstyn

...and the
errtertairwnent
goes on...

REFINISHING &
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE
•Refmrsh•rigil Repows
•Ct,ttom Sulk Fororlore
•Ahrrdue Beast Hardware,
•C,

Alan
Aida

MAI Kitchen

Cob,nett

1 492-8837

"SemiIn ow.
'Next'lenr"

fivi% hal So
%lona/

PiI;•cr

Program Information 753-3314
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Today
In History

and 1,.ferieidogico1
.tories and forriiIv notes. I

lif hisitordetti

Alonzo Pennington
Last week,I promised to tell the story
the slaves before they could be taken
of one especially daring criminal in the
away and to sign the farm over to him,
early days of Christian County. The
with the assurance that his knowledge
man's name was Alonzo Pennington,
of law would enable him to keep the
one of two sons of Colonel Francis
property and when 'the litigation was
Pennington. Colonel Pennington was
settled, to return it to Davis. The
one of the earliest settlers, a well-liked
gullible Davis agreed, and told
and wealthy man who had acted as
everyone he was selling out and leaving
sheriff in 1829.
the county, as per Pennington's inBecause of the wealth of the Penstruction to lie low until ttie trial was
nington family, both sons, Morton and
over.
Alonzo, were given educations much
Davis told his friends he was moving
better than was customary for the time.
away and then he disappeared. By this
Alonzo, who evidently had every benefit
time, Pennington had taken possession
his father/Rids! ,provide, grew into a
of the farm. When Davis' protracted
personable man, highly intelligent and
absence was questioned. Pennington
a shrewd judge of others, a trait which, said that he was in Illinois, building a
he, was to put to use in his nefarious
saw mill. This answer didn't satisfy
activities..
Davis'Irlends, who prevailed upon the
Alonzo married at a young age and
law to search for the man.
settled down on a farm where he
After much question and asking and
proceeded to become interested in, searching, two of Pennington's
buying, selling, and racing horses. The
associates were Arrested and
track which he built on his farm soon
threatened with public whippings if
became a popular "hang-out" for a
they didn't reveal what they knew
group of men who were known for their
about Davis' disappearance. Finally,
unsavory reputations. Pennington
one man reluctantly admitted that
began going on buying and selling trips,
Pennington had killed Davis and
and it was at this time that people in the
dropped his body into a sinkhole, where
area gradually became suspicious of
it was subsequently found.
his activities.
Alonzo was on one of his buying trips
It soon became evident that when
while all this was going on, and while on
Pennington would leave on one of his
his way through Hopkinsville, he met
trips, local negro boys would also
an associate who informed him of what
mysteriously disappear, never to be
had been happening in his absence.
seen again. Later, it was learned that
When he found out that his crime had
these boys had been promised help in
been uncovered, Pennington managed
getting their freedom, only to find
to sneak back home long enough to get a
themselves on the auction block in the
fresh horse and disappear.
south.
It was over a year before Alonzo
People also noticed that, when
Pennington was found, having been
Pennington returned from his buying
spotted by a Kentuckian who was
trips, there would be another flurry of
visiting in Texas. This was in 1845, and
counterfeit money appearing in the
he was subsequently hunted down and
neighborhood. He also liked to trade, brought back home. Popular sentiment
and his intelligence and knowledge of
was all for a speedy -five minute" trial
,the law was often put to use in gaining
and hanging, but after much
the property of others. People who discussion, Alonzo was given a regular
found themselves in court against trial at which he was ,found guilty,
Alonzo Pennington came out with the
although. it was nearly a year later
feenng- that they hart definitely been
before-he -was actually hanged.
taken to the cleaners, without being
He became a type of anti-hero in
about to put their finger on exactly Christian County, with many foul deeds
what went wrong.
credited to him without evidence to
The con game that resulted in Pen- back them up. But on the other hand,
nington's downfall, even though it was a judging from his' intelligence and the
year or more before he was brought to many things he was known to, have
justice, involved a young man named done, it is highly possible that many
Davis. It seemed that Davis had misdeeds had probably escaped notice.
married a young orphan who had
After his execution, things quieted
inherited a farm and five slaves. She down in Christian County. Most of his
died soon after the marriage, and since associates had decided to try a
she left no children, her property was to healthier climate elsewhere, and there
be returned to her surviving siblings, were no more negro boys disappearing.
leaving her husband with no property. The counterfeit money which had
Pennington soon convinced Davis appeared so regularly around the area
that he could help him out of this also passed out of circulation, and
situation. He convinced the man to sell things returned to normal.

Business Mirror

By JOHN CUNNIFF '
AP Business Analyst

Youngest And Best
Geared To The Top
, NEW YORK AP - You're 30 years
old and making $30,000 a -year, a fast
track combo you feel justifies focusing
your sights on edistant but realistic
goal, the presidency of your company.
Think again! Take your eyes off the
future long enough to 15M-fround you.
No matter that the 30-30 combination
once almost assured you a shot at the
title. The odds are against you now.
These are the 1970s.
"Big business todgY, has an astoundingly large number of managers in
their 30s who make not just their age, in
terms of thousands, but double it," says
Prof. Eugene Jennings, an authority on
the subject.
Replacing the 30-30s ascandidates for
the big job, his studies show, are the 3060s, or executives still in their 30s who
are earning twice their age, in
thousands of dollars.
Jennings, an adviser to corporate top
executives, author of numerous books
on corporate life, and professor of
management at Michigan State
University, has Spent years studying
executive mobility.
Out of his studies have come many
revelations that changed our views ot
corporations, butrew findings have had
greater significance to young
executives than his interpretation of the
30-30s and the 30-60s.
In the 1950s, he observes, 30-30s occasioally could be found, but at best
they measured three in 100 managers.
au By the second half of the 1960s their
'number had risen to 15 in 1,)0.

Bible Thought

The high priest asked him,
an&said unto him, Art thou the
_
Chritt,-thi son of the- BIttsseti?
Mark 14:61.
And when he said, "I am!"
they thought they had reason to
crucify him. Who do you say
that He is by your life and actions?

The 30-60s have developed a similar
pattern in the current decade, the
professor's
findings
indicate.
Occasionally found in the early 1960s,
when they averaged two or three per
100, they now account -for about 10 of
every 100 exectuves in our largest industrial corporations.
Salary growth followed similar lines,
he found. The 30-30s began at average
salaries of $9,000, and some quadrupled
their incomes in 10 years. The 30-60s
began at $14,000 and multiplied at the
same rate.
Why is business willing to pay the
youngest of the brightest such salaries?
It begins at the top, Jennings says.
"Presidents' salaries have doubled
since the 1960s, and salaries of the
youngest and best are geared to the top.
They've always been on a separate
salary track."
The route also has been cleared of
competitive clutter. "We are seeing a
lot of young managers opt for immobiity, because of family and other
considerations, leaving the track open
for other executives."
The track is being cleared further
down the line too, with the forced
retirernent of executives who might
otherwise clog the routes to the top.
"Younger executives spot their
openings and move in," he says.
Finally, Jennings comments, industry has developed more profit
centers, and these require general
thane gers.
"The early arrivals of the 1970s, the
30-60s, unabashedly embrace the
American dream," the professor said.
"They seek and find these jobs."
There's nothing shy about them.

Why I
Like KET
I like KET because it offers such a
wide choice of quality programs everything from concerts and
Shakespeare to talk shows, movies
and sessions of the -Kentucky
legislature.
SallierGuy
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10 Years Ago
Alois Graves Sanders, 23, died this
morning at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital after suffering injuries •
in a three car accident early yesterday
morning on Main Street in Murray.
Seven other persons were injured.
Army PFC James A. Lyons was
assigned April 26 as a rifleman with the
Sixth Infantry Division in Vietnam.
William D. Schroeder, Kenneth R.
Greer, Reggie Key, and Rickey I..
Young were inducted into the U. S.
Army in the May draft call from
Calloway County, according to Mrs.
Gussie Adams, executive secretary of

Local Board No. 10, Selective Serve.
Other deaths reported include Mrs.
Artie Rowlett Mathes, 59, and Mrs.
Mary S. Alexander, 86.
Miss Debbie Jones, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Alvis E. Jones, senior at
Murray High School, will be presented
a $300 scholarship by the Kentucky
Future Homemakers of America at the
state meeting June 10-12 at Western
Kentucky University, Bowling Green.
Phil Lavender, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Art Lavender, will receive the B. A.
degree from David Lipscomb College,
Nashville, Tenn., this month.

PrOb Rrn '1
I
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WORK
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.20 Years Ago
• Dr. Frank Rose, president of the
University of Alabama, spoke at the
commencement exercises held last
night at Murray State College.
Pvt. Rex Galloway, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Harding Galloway of Murray, is
now stationed at Fort, Leonard Wood,
Mo.
Goldia Curd, Lois Waterfield, Oneida
Boyd, Loretta Culver, and Martha
Carter, all of Murray, will havea part
on the program at the Woodrnen Circle
State Convention at Louisville; June 8
and 9.

Mrs. Ernest Mayfield presented the
lesson on "Good Grooming" at the
meeting of the Penny Homemakers
Club held at the home of Mrs. Vernon
Moody.
Among those attending the Memorial
Day Races at Indianapolis, Ind., were
Ed Fenton and Hugh Eddie Wilson, who
were guests of the Firestone Tire and
Rubber Company there.
Sliced bacon is listed at 87 cents for a
two pound package in the ad for Kroger
this week.

30 Years Ago
tla The Vacation Bible Schooi will be
conducted at Salem Baptist Church
starting June 6, according to the pastor,
the Rev. T. T. Crabtree.
Six women . from the Murray
Woman's- Club will attend the 54th
annual convention of the Kentucky,
_
Federation of Women's Clubs to begin
tomorrow in Paducah. They are Mrs.
E. C. Parker, Mrs. George E. Overbey,
Mrs. Garnett Jones, Mrs. J. A. Outland,
Mrs. C. L. Sharborough, and Mrs. Nod
Melugin.
Capt. Ernest Jones, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Commodore Jones of Murray,'is
stationed with the Air Force at Dayton,
Ohio.

Mr. and Mrs. Earl Littleton of
Murray announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their
daughter, Ann, to William Bowles
Caldwell, son of Mrs. James Alfred
Caldwell and the late Mr. Caldwell of
Paris, Tenn.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. James Armstrong on May 29,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Carl Rex
Robinson on May 30, and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Sam Miller on May 30.
Opal Housden was honored at a
dinner on his 50th birthday at his home
on May 27.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
Johnny Mack Brown in "Son of Roaring
Dan" With Fuzzy Knight.

40 Years Ago
Eltcted as principals of schools in
Calloway County for the year, 1939-40,
were Prentice Lassiter, Almo; Holman
Jones, Faxon; W. V. James, Hazel;
Buron Jeffrey, Lynn Groves Ernest
Fiser, New Concord; Bear! Darnell,
Kirksey; and Buford Hurt, Coldwater,
according to T. C. Arnett, superintendent of Calloway County Schools_
Dr. Woodfin Hutson of Murray was
elected vice president of the Southwestern Kentucky Dental Society at the
spring meeting held May 31 at Hotel
Irvin Cobb, Paducah.
Deaths reported this week include
William J. Crouch, 68, and Genella
McKinney, 16.
Graves of Calloway County soldiers
who died either on foreign or civil
battlefields were decorated May 30 by
members of the Murray Post of the
_American Legion.
Mary Graham gave the valedictory
address and Ann Thompson the
salutatory address at the class day
program held by the seniors at Murray
Training School on May 30 at the school
librarV.

Births reported include a girl, Nancy
Gail, to Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Sykes, Jr.,
on May 27.
Alice Waters spoke on China at the
meeting of the Business and
Professional Women's Club held at the
club room. New club officers are Pearl
Miller, Eula Mae Doherty, Laurine
Doran, Erie Keys, and Katie Martin.
W. D. Sykes, Jr., who received his
Bachelor of Science degree at Murray
State Teachers College yesterday has
been named as supervisor of
elementary schools in Stewart County,
Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Patterson of Hazel
celebrated their 52nd wedding anniversary this past week.
Teachers for Vacation Church School
at the First Christian Church starting
June 5 for three weeks will include
Eliabeth Randolph, Mrs. Wooclfin
,Hutson, Mrs. W. B. Moser, and Frances
Coleman Johnson.
Sugar, 25 lb. cloth bag, is listed as
selling for $1.25 in the Kroger ad this
•
week.

50 Years Ago
The 1929 edition of the Redpath
Chautauqua opened here June 1 in the
ten located on Dr. Will H. Mason's lot on
Poplar Street just west of the high
school athletic field. Features this
year
will include three plays and a musical
review.
'Deaths reported this week
include
Elder W. 0. Hargrove, 66,
John
Pickard, 18, Mrs. Lena Overcast, 23,
Floyd W. Story, 77, and Mrs .1
W.
_Elliott.
Effective the first of May.the Hank
of
Murray has installed the
statement
system in handling checking
accounts,
replacing the pess book system.
Miss Frances Sexton will receivo say
A. B. degree at the commencement
exercises at the University of Illinois
this month.
fa The Calloway County Medical Scrioty

will meet June 12 at the National Hotel,
according to Dr. E. B. Houston,
president, and Dr. P. A. Hart,
secretary. Presenting the program will
be Dr. R. M. Mason on "Gastric
Ulcer;" Dr. C. H. Jones on "Hypertension:" and Dr. B. B. Keys .on
"Abortion, Treatment."
The Kirksey Homemakers Club met
May 22 in the home of Mrs. Hugh
Gingles.
"Accoring to Ralph Wear of The
Ledter
the Grand
Canyon was created by a Scotsman who
lost a nickIe in a gopher hole," from the
column, "Just Jots- by Joe Lovett.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
"Atlantic City" starring George
Sydney, Vera Gordon, Mark Swain and
Kate Price, plus the comedy, "That's
My Wife."
'Fr

By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, June 2, the 153rd
day of 1979. There are 212 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1953, Britain's Queen
Elizabeth II was crowned in London's
Westminster Abbey.
On this date:
In 1851, Maine became the first state
to enact a prohibition law.
In 1835, P.T. Barnum and his circus
began their first tour.
In 1886, President Grover Cleveland
married his ward, Frances Folsom, at
a White House wedding.
In 1924, Congress passed a lea
conferring citizenship on all American
Indians.
In 1944, the United States opened a
bomber base in the Soviet union to
carry out shuttle raids againGermany.
In 1946, Britain and the United States
returned their wartime bases in the
Azores to Portugal.
Ten years ago: The Australian aircraft carrier, Melbourne, sliced
through an American destroyer, the
Frank E. Evans, during maneuvers in
the South China Sea, and 74 American
lives were lost.
Five years ago: 18-year-old King Jig
Singhi Wangchuk of the Himalayan
country of Bhutan was crowned,
making him the youngest monarch in
the world at that time.
One year ago: Five persons, including one American, were killed in
the explosion of a terrorist bomb in a
,
bus in Jerusalem.
Today's birthdays: The exiled King
of Greece, Constantine the Second, is 39
years old. Former astronaut Charles
Conrad is 49.
Thought for today: Remember, no
one can make you feel inferior without
Eleanor Roosevelt
your consent
American First Lady, 1884-1962.
By BROOKS JACKSON
Associated Press Writer

Washington Today

Dispute Goes Back
•

Governors'Meeting
-

WASHINGTON (AP) - President
- He proposes cuts in future Social
Carter's argument with the liberal wing
Security outlays and other social
Of the Democratic Party didn't start
programs to reduce the budget deficit.
with the oil situation.
-. He now is concentrating on the
The dispute goes back at least to the
fight against inflation, although as a
National Governors' Conference in
candidate he said his top priority would
1972, when thenGov. Carter of Georgia
be to try to create new jobs through
tried to drum up a move to deny the
increased
federal spending. Democratic presidential nomination to
Geprge McGovern.
- He has consistently pushed for
McGoverti's 49-state loss to Richard
higher prices on oil products to enNixon proved Carter had been right,
courage conservation.
and Carter began his own four-year
The oil matter is the current rub.
quest for the presidency.
Liberals first helped defeat his 1977
During that campaign Carter conproposal for a heavy tax on domestic
tended with liberal suspicion of his
crude oil, and now are denouncing
Southern origin and his _conservatism
Carter's decision to gradually end
on fiscal matters.
controls on domestic crude prices.
He was helped greatly by the support
of Andrew Young, the black
Democratic desertions' helped defeat
congressman from Atlanta who
the standby gasoline-rationing plan
became his United Nations amwhich Carter said the nation badly
bassador.
needed.
That alliance and his record on racial
Liberal votes helped prtkluce
matters as Georgia governor helped
tempccary rejection by the House of his
him gain overwhelming black support.
titfIcit-trimming budget targets.
Indeed, the president said recentiy.be___
-owed his election to black voters.
House Democrats voted in caucus to
Carter also promised to cut defense
officially repudiate Carter's oil
spending and supported tax reform,
decontrol plan, although they had no
welfare reform and comprehensive
real chance of blocking the move,
national health insurance.
which took effect last Friday.
Liberals didn't much care for CarCarter makes it plain that he will run
ter's promise to balance the federal
for rg-tlect4Qn no matter who else is in
budget, but the alternative was Gerald
the face.
Ford.
The Carter-liberal quarrel is sure br
In the end, the liberal wing supported
continue.
Carter. But it was a marriage of convenience and a rocky one at that.
Now some liberals talk of divorce, on
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
grounds of desertion. They feel
As a service to our readers, The
disappointed by the Carter record:
Murray
Ledger
& .Times
- His promise to cut defense spenperiodically publishes the addresses
ding was "clarified" to mean he would
'of 'the state and federal elected
cut waste. He is pushing now to inrepresentatives serving our area.
crease military outlays.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
- His tax reform proposals goi
may be reached through the
nowhere and have been shelved.
congressional switchboard, 202-224- His welfare reform plan has been
3121.
scaled back in hopes of passage,
Here are the mailing addresses:
-- His national health insurance plan
Sen. Walter D. Huddieston
has been cut down to conform with the
3327 Dirksen Building Washington.
anti-spending mood of Congress.
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
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Murray Finishes1
2nd To Shelby.
In Title Match
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By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
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Crawling To The State Title
Shelby County's Tracy Dnver (left) and Murray High's John Denham appeared to be racing as the umpire looked on uring last night's state charn-
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Warner Is Defeated

Jackson-Outland
Duo Advances

:SON
filter

LEXINGTON, Ky. — Murray High's Candy Jackson
and Kathy Outland, the top-seeded pair in girls doubles,
breezed past two opponnents to gain today's final in the
Kentucky high school tennis championships at the
University of Kentucky courts.
Jackson and Outland, who polished off Richmond
Modell's Lisa Durham and Elizabeth Luxou (6-2, 6-01 and
Lexington,Lafayette's Kelly Carter and Melissa Johnson
.I (64,6-4),,played at 11 a.m. today.
rneet the winner of the Sacred Heart-Caverna
They will,
.
' matchup. •
The Tigers Brett Warner, who like Jackson-Outland
• won the Second Region tennis title last week, fell to
. Morehead's Mark Randolph 6-0,6-1 in the first round.
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pionship game in Owensboro. Actually, Driver had just scored on a sacrifice
fly. The Rockets edged the Tigers 7-5 for the title.

Alford Slated To Defend
Title In Hart Tournament
Veteran competitor Mary
Jane Alford of Paducah will be
on hand Wednesday to defend
her championship when a field
of 62 ladies tee it up for the
12th renewal of the George
Hart Invitational Tournament
at the Murray Country Club.
Last year, Mrs. Alford
Aposted 'in even par 75 to win
the popular tournament for
the third time by four strokes
over her nearest competitor,
Mary Bain of Sikeston, Mo.,
winner of the event in 1976.
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Eddie Requarth scored the first Murray High run yesterday as Shelby County catcher
Tracy Driver looked away..The Tigeraloatthe game, though,7-5, to finish as runnerups in
the state title game.
Staff rVoto by Tony Wilson
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Join
Murray State
University Coaches Ron
,Greene, Steve Newton, Mike
Dill, and Carr McCalla for a fun
week of learning at the MSU
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Basketball Camp
June 17-22

Bill Milton (right) and Shelby County's David Bodine 'met at first base last night during a
pickoff attempt. Milton had a hit and drove in a run, but Murray High lost the state championship game 7-5.

Staff photo by Tony Wilson
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active member of the club
Mrs. Alford will leave from
the first tee in the shotgun- until her death in 1970.
This trophy
will be
started event at 9 a.M.,
playing with three other presented to the four players
Paducahans — Nancy Nickel, from any club whose
Dean Conyer and Tammy aggregate score is the lowest
Mullen, teen-age daughter of of any similar group parPaston Park pro K. 0. Mullen ticipating. Last year, the
and one of the area's most - Holland trophy was won by a
team from the Paxton Park
promising young golfers.
Mrs. Bain will be starting course in Paducah and made
from the third tee in a four- up of Mrs. Alford, Miss
some including Jerle Sullivan, Mullen, Norma Smith and
Carolyn Caldwell and Mary Nancy Nickel.
Bogard all of Murray. The
The pairings and starting tees are No. I — Nancy Nickel, Dean C,onyer,
only other former champion in
Tammy Mullen and Mary Jane Alford.
the field, Mary Jane Nall of
No 3 — Mary Ham, Jerlene Sullivan,
Carolyn Caldwell and Mary Bogard.
Mayfield, will start from the
No 4 — Jane Arm Nall, Betty Lowry,
fourth tee. She won in 1968.
Betty Vowell and Vicki McLeary.
No. 5 — Carol Hibbard, Betty Jo PurCo-chairmen of this year's
dorn, Dot Dreher and Rae Warlord.
Betty
are
tournament
No.6 — Veneta Sexton, Frances Hulse,
Stewart, Jane Fitch and Evelyn Jones and Dorothy Fike.
No. 7 — Vickie Nance, Wanda Brown,
Elizabeth Slusmeyer. They Sandy Weintrabu and Joyce Stratton_
No. 8 — Sue Lamb, Madelyn Lamb,
are being assisted by the
Alma Reid and In us Orr
ladies making up the golf
No 9 — Margaret Shuffen. Annette
Fans, Norma Smith and Tom Hopson
committee at the club.
No. 10-- Ruth nernann,Faira AlexanThe ;12 entry fee covers the der, Pauline Green and Elizabeth
Slusrneyer.
day's activities, including
No. 11 — Dot Arnold: Frieda Hines,
lunch and other special ac- Mary Hooper and Dianne Villanova.
No.
12 — Rita LaNeave. Edith
18
the
to
addition
tivities in
Garman, Nancy Sharp and Joy Wyatt.
holes of medal play. A long
No. D —Joyce Wright, Shirley Morris,
Mary Adams and Phyllis Bodfish
drive contest is planned for Anna
NO. 14 — Sarah London, Jane
the 3rd hole, and a prize will Woodard, Euldene Robinson and
Eckerdt.
be given for the closest shot to Thelma
No. 15— LuArin West, Colene Stoehr,
the pin on the I25-yard 11th Mickey Phillips and Lois Jensen.
No. 16 — Sandy Coleman, Lolly Edhole. _
wards w al No,
No 18 — Nancy Haverstock, Jimmie
The players have been preMontgomery', F.xie MU and cat/rya
flighted by handicaps into four Garrott.
flights, the top winners of each
receiving prizes valued at
several hundreds of dollars.
The winner of the championship fligbt also will
OMAHA, Neb. (AP)- —
receive the coveted traveling When Arizona wins a baseball
trophy provided by the Bank game, the Wildcats usually do
of Murray in memory of the it with their bats.
late George Hart, one of its 'Coach Jerry Kindall's crew
presidents. A prominent civic is hitting .331 for the year and
leader, Mr. Hart also was some of their scores look like
mayor Murray as well as an they belong in the slow-pitch
active member of the club. His softball results. There was an
widow, Mrs. Lochie Hart, 11-10 game, a 16-15 outing, a
traditionally presents-this , 19-18 contest, even a 22-24
slugfest.
trophy.
"We can't continue to win
Another special trophy
traditionally awarded at the games on hitting alone,"
tournament is the Dorothy Kindall said after junior leftHolland Team Trophy, an handed Craig Lefferts pitched
award provided by Al Lind- Arizona past Miami 5-1 with a
sey, Murray jeweler, In six-hitter Friday night in the
memory of his aunt, also an first round of the CWS.

Arizona Tops Miami
In College Tourney

will run
Ise is in
sure

Staff photo by Tony Wilson

OWENSBORO, Ky. — One
example served to illustrate
the event: '.'The best Rita I
threw all night got hit out of
the park," said Alan Gibbs.
"That's the kind of game it
was."
The villian with the bat was
catcher Tracy Driver, who
banged three hits, including a
home run, to help his Shelby
County team whip Murray
High 7-5 last night at
Chautauqua Park for the
Kentucky high school state
baseball title.
For the Tiers, it was a
night of stranffd runners —
they left 12 men on base —.and
a bittersweet end to an
amazing season that saw them
• run up 19 victories in 21
games, including a 17-game
win streak.
"We didn't get the key hits
tonight," said Murray High
Coach Cary Miller."We made
some mental mistakes, and
we committed some errors.
Those things were enough to
beat us."
For Shelby County, though,
it was a perfect ending to a 273 season, and a perfect ending
for pitcher Perry Joe Nutt,
who scattered eight hits in
running his record to 9-2.
Nutt had had only one day of
rest since stopping Conner in
the North Hardin Sectional
final Wednesday, but Shelby
County Coach Ray Pollett had
no qualms about starting the
6-2 senior righthander.
'.'I wasn't going to let a
sophomore or a junior take
this moment from my
seniors," said Pollen, still
amazed at winning the title a
full 30 minutes after the game.
And Pollett admitted he never
- once thought of removing
_ Nutt, though he worked
himself into plenty of jams
- through the night.
The first one came in
Murray High's initial at bat, in
which the Tigers scored three
times to open a comfortable
margin.
Eddie- and Requarth and
Thomas Kendall drew suc-cessive walks, then scored on
Brad Taylor's singingstriple to
the wall in center. Bill Milton
followed with a line single to
right, scoring Taylor and
putting Murray up 3-0.
After Gibbs set down the
Rockets in order in the second,

Murray threatened again in over early, but my drop ball
their half of the frame. Scott started working, and I went
Hill grounded an infield hit with it a lot late in the game."
Miller cited a small strike
and Requarth walked. But two
popups ended the inning.
zone by the plate umpire and a
. Lindsey Allen finally awoke sore-armed Gibbs as -factors
Shelby County's offense in the in the game. "He (Gibbs)
third when he singled to right, didn't get much help from the
went to second on a wild pitch, umpire on strikes," Miller
advanced to third on a said. "He had been having
groundout. and scored on trouble with his arm all week,
another wild pitch by Gibbs.
and it cut down a lot on his
James Wiley, Tracy Driver effectiveness."
and Brian Mitchell laced "I had some pain in my.
successive singles, and Wiley elbow," said Gibbs, who lost
scored from second on the for the first time in eight
latter' when the throw -from decisions this season. -But I
Hill in left hit the front of the don't want to use that as an
plate and bounced high over excuse. They were a goodJohn Denham's head.
hitting team, and it's no
Nutt bunted for a hit to load shame to lose to them."
the bases before David Bodine "I think the turning point oi
cracked a sacrifice fly to right our season was our losing the
that Driver just managed to district final game (to Oldham
beat from third, knotting the County)," said Pollett. "We
score at 3-3.
'went in there expecting to just
Kendall gave the Tigers show up and win, and we got
their last lead with a booming beat. That straightend us up
home run to leftcenter with the rest of the way.
one out in the fourth inning, "I still can't believe we won
and Bruce Taylor and Brad this thing," Pollett said
Taylor followed with a single gleefully of Shelby County's
and a walk, respectively. first-ever state baseball title.
Denham sacrificed the pair a
Gibbs was one of five
base, but a groundout ended Murray High players named
the uprising.
to the all-tournament team.
The Rockets broke out the Others were Bruce Taylor,
long ball to grab a 5-4 ad- first base; Brad Taylor,
vantage in the fiffh. Driver shortstop; Kendall, third
homered to left with one out, base;
Herndon,
and
and Mitchell followed with a designated hitter.
double to right. He advanced
Other membergof the squad
to ,third on an infield out and
Shelby Ccunty's Stratton
were
Taylor's
Bruce
when
scored
attempt to nail him skidded (second base), Allen (outunder the glove of Kendall at field), Upton (outfield), Nutt
( pitcher ); and Paintsville's
third.
Gibbs helped Murray battle Darrell Lemaster (catcher).
back to a 5-5 tie in the bottom Stratton was named the most
half of the frame with a sharp valuable player.
Murray 111gh 5
single to left on the first of- ab r h ta
fering from Nutt. He was Eddie Requarth,2b
2 1 0 I
Tony
by
second
to
sacrificed
Thorhas Kendall, 3b
3211
4 0 1 0
Herndon, went • to third on -Bruce Taylor, lb
Brad Taylor, ss
1 I 1 2
Hill's hitto right and scored on John lbenham,c
3 0 -0 0
Requarth's sacrifice fly to Bill Milton, cf
0 1 1
Alan Gibbs, p
1 1 0
center.
Tony Herndon, dh
3 0 1 0
Shelby County used three Kim Wilson
0 0 0 0
4 0 2 0
straight walks by Gibbs to Scott H111, if
Totals
28 5 8 5
load the bases with none out irr
Sbelby Couaty 7
ab r O bi
the top of the seventh and
3 0 0 0
scored the winning runs on JKeithesWwarford,3b
3 1 1 0
7.1,cfp
stij ettheNutt
TraBnr yancyi7
Andy Upton's two-run single ise
1 2 3 1
2 1 1 a
to center.
2 1
o
we re David Bodine.'lb
Cougars
The
2 0 o
3 0 1 1,
prevented from further
4 000
scoring when Bodine was IGAnmagysutrptaottnArri rft,
2 1 1 o
thrown out at third on Upton's Totals n
6 8 ... 4
110 0-5 8 2
hit. Gibbs ended the inning by murraY
020 0-7 9 I
fanning Stratton and picking ShelbY
er h bb so
off Allen at•first.
i 1 7_,G)Ibt*
Ala
"I felt good, especially good:
7 7 7 9 6 5
in the late innings," said Nutt. Perry Nutt
7
5 5 8 5 2
"I wasn't getting my fast ball 'w•9-2

Cost is $135 00 for the one-week
session which includes room,
board, and tuition. For more
information, contact the
basketball office at
762-6804.

An air conditioner that's too big won't
dehumidify properly—you'll - feel clammy Too'
small and it can't keep you comfortable. See us
for a copy of Guide For Buying A Room Air Conditioner.

West Ky. Rural_fiedric
Cooperative-Corporation
MUIRAY KAYFIEID
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Sonics Wrap Up First NBA
Title With 97-93 Victory

LANDOVER, Md. (AP) —
should
have
beaten
The Seattle SuperSonics no
Washington last year, but
longer care if they're not
inexperience cost us. We were
respected.
determined from Day 1 in
Culminating a year of
training camp to get the title
dedicated effort, and overand not let it slip away."
coming the loss of two starting
Seattle lost center Marvin
centers, the SuperSonics are
Webster when he became a
the new champions of the
free agent and jumped to the
National
Basketball
New York Knicks last sumAssociation.
mer. His replacement, Tom
LaGarde, suffered a knee
_ They wrapped up the first
title in their 12-year history
Injury on Dec. 2 and never
Friday night by beating the
returned.
defending
champion
"Even when we won 52
Washington Bullets 97-93 as
games in the regular season,"
guards Gus Williams (23), said John Johnson, "nobody
Dennis Johnson (21) and Fred
wanted to give us credit. But
Brown (14) combined for 58
we climbed the mountain—,Ind
points. "
we're at the top."
We were the Rodney
While whooping it up in the
Murray High Cary Miller peered out from the dugoutlatein last night
Dangerfields of the NBA," locker room Seattle Coach
'
s higb_Sch001 baSel;kall state championship game in
Owensboro. Histeam lost 7-5.
said forward - John Johnson, Lenny,Wilkerintid his player
Staff photo by Tony Wilson.
."but if they don't respect us time and again credited the
now, we don't care, because
defense for turning the tide
We're the champions."
against IN1shington.
Seattle lost to the 4ullets in
"We know when we play
last year's finals after leading
good defense, it makes us go,"
the best-of-seven series 2-1
said Wilkens. "We take pride
"I feel really confident skies ahead for the Yankee
BLKEN RAPPOPORT
fourth inning. He tripled, the and 3-2. After losing the first
in our defense, and you saw
now." said the slim left- ace.
AP Sports Writer
first hit off Francisco Barrios, game 'this
year,
what it did for us."
the
'Guidry had five days' rest
Ron Guidry volunteered for hander after ane of his best
and came home when Willie SuperSonics swept the next
The Bullets, who averagred
relief duty earlier this season efforts of the season Friday like he had all last year and he
Randolph grounded out. Lou four.
114.9 points a game during the
night,
a
4-0,
twohit
beauty over pitched like it was last year,"
— but he hopes to give the New,
Piniella later hit a three-run
We
deserved to win," regular season, were held
noted Lemon.
York Yankees more relief now the Chicago White Sox.
Johnson said. "We felt we
homer for the Yankees. ,'
below 100-in four of the five
New York Manager Bob
In other American League
that he's found his groove ai a
Lemon sees nothing but blue games, . Texas defeated
starter.
Baltimore 4-2; Milwaukee
downed Kansas City 5-4:
Boston took a 5-2 decision over .
By BRUCE LOW1T
played out his option and
Minnesota; Seattle trimmed
Before the night ended,
hustled
AP Sports Writer,.
his
Toronto 7-2; Oakland edged
way
into though, the vast majority
It
was a less-than- Philadelphia this season.
Detroit 3-2 and Cleveland
remembered their allegiance.
triumphant return to Cinstopped California 7-4.
He returned to Cincinnati They booed Rose more and
cinnati for Pete Rose Aid the for the first time in an "enemy more as the game wore on and
tri pitching 4s first shutout
reeling Philadelphia Phillies.
uniform" Friday night; to the cheered each time he madei
KENTUCKY LEAGUE
struck out 14 and gave up 7 of the season, Guidry allowed
Rose had said a few years city where he had spent 16 out, which was all four times
only a second-inning double by
hits.
Losing
pitcher
Shaun
Cubs 8 Pirates 6
back that he wanted to play years as one of the Reds.Some he batted.
Chet Lemon and a ninthCUBS
ab r h Moore walked 10, struck out 7 inning single by
the rest of his career in Cin- of the 48,968 fans who packed
Alan BanThey cheered Ray Knight,
and
up
7
hits.
Jody Burkeen
3
2 1
cinnati, where he was born
Riverfront
nister. Guidry. struck out 10
Stadium, who replaced. Rose at third
Rodney Skinner
3 3 1
and raised. But when the Reds remembered his heroics and base, and Knight helped carry
and walked four.
Tony Underwood
3 1 1
didn't give him the contract he cheered. Some remembered the Reds to a 4-2 victory that
Mickey
Rivers
scored
the
PARK LEAGUE
Shayne Morris
2 1 1
only run Guidry needed in the thought he deserved, he
his departure and booed.
stretched the Phillies' losing
Chris
Bryan
three
had
hits,
Chip Farmer
2 1 1
Gary Robertson
1 0 0 all doubles and teammate
Tommy "-loolan
1 1 0 David Potts added a double
Charles Hampton
2 1 0 and two singles to pace the
Jeff Somerville
2 1 0 Mets to a 24-5 win over the
Mike Bucy
2 0 0 Cards in Park League action
James Yeary
2 0 0 last night.
Also hitting for the Mets
Richard Nelson
1 0 0
were
Bill Fandrich, Mickey
David Smith
1 0 0
Hill and Scott Lyons, Pat Orr
PIRATES
By The Associated Press
Mike Galloway
4 1 1 each with a double and a
Friday's Spirts
Brief
N.AT1ONAL LEAGUE
the series but carne bock to lixn four in a
whizzed past third-round leaders Tommy
Chris Burp°
4 0 0 single, Brent Christensen,
By the Assodorted Press
row,is the eighth tram to win the NBA title
EAST
Hudson and Pete Couture by 43 puss
each
with
a
double
and
Robert
BASKETBALL
in
..W
the
nine
past
years
Hudson and Couture are 10 pins ahead of
J. Thompson
L
Pet.
GB
3 2 2
LANDOVER, Md , AP Montreal
Seattie
. 28 16' .636 GOLF
the team of Bob Hanley and Dive Rappel.
•
John McMillen
3 1 2 Orr with a single.
SuperSonics,
led by center Jack Stknoi and
St.. Louis
CHARLOTTE, NC (API - Craig
who totaled 10.1143
5 19
.568
3
Allen Bazzell led the Cards Phdadelptua
a trio of talented guards, !kntted the
Tony Wade
3 0 2
27 21
Stadler carded a 3.uziderper 69 to take a 4TEN'S IS
563
3
defending
champion
with
a
Pittsburgh
single
Washington
a
and
double
Bullets
stroke
to
24
after
lead
21
the
PARIS / AP) - Rpm Borg beat Ray
533
second
round
of
the
44
Pat Rowland
2 0 1
42 points tit the secants!!, beat them 9793
Chicago'
1350,00) Kemper Open
Moore 6-3, 6-1, 64 to reach the quer
20 25
444
84
Trice Sargent
1' 0 0 while Tim Armstrong popped New York
and won the first National Basketball
Jerry McGee. who shot an 11-under-par
tertuois of the French Open Tennis
17 22
378 1 1 LX
Association championstup theire.2.year
61 in the first round, registered a 74 and
WEST
Charn pions hips
John Morris
3 1 1 two singles. Chad Hendren,
history
Houston
drifted
back
second
30
to
23
at
135
566
In other matches, Guillermo Vitas
Todd
Sargent,
Jeff Thompson
Tracey Banks
1 0 0
Elvin Hayes led the Bullets with 29
Cincinnati
C Snead nipped into third after a 7. defeated Christophe Roger-Vasaelln 6-4, 727 22
551
1
and
Jason
Town
each
added
a
points,
scoring-16 of them in the first
Mike Whitaker
Los Angeles
under-par 65 that put hun at at 136, five off
2 1 1
'26 27
5, 6-3, Eddie Dibbs topped Chnistoptie
491
4
period. Washington led 5143 at the half.
San Francisco
the pace
Frays
25 27
6-4. 6-3, Brian Gottfried
481
4,
Darold Bradley
1 0 1 single.
Seattle, which lost the opening ia-- • 4
San
Diego
Regaled°
Victor
24
eliminated
and
X
defending
Kim Warwick 6-2, 64, 64.
444
64
chainIn the nightcap, the Yanks Atlanta
Monti Stiles
2 0 0
pion Andy Bean were next at 137 Regalad. Corrado Baraxruti beat Colin Dowdeswell
18 32
MO 104
carded a 86 while Bean shot a fa
Friday's Games
6-7, 6-1. 6-2, 14, 6-3, Stan Smith defeated
Rodney Skinner, the win- outbattled the Twins 18-13. For
Chicago 8. San Francisco 2
MOYE. Isle of Jersey 'AP.
John Yudl 6-0,6-2, 6-1, Ivan Lentil downed
ning pitcher, walked five, the Yanks, April Woods had
New York 5, Atlanta 4. 11 innings
Bernard Gallacher of Bntauri held a 4Arthur Ashe 5-7, 74, 6-2, 6-3, Yuan
Pittsburgh 9, San Diego 8
stroke lead after the second round in a
struck out four and gave up 11 three singles, Justin Crouse
Get-tam-Ma beat Sandy Mayer 6-1. 6-1, 1-2,
Cmcinnati 4, Philadelphia 2
$0006 golf tournament
and Tim Guilikson topped Victor Amoy.,
hits. John McMillen, pitcher had a double and two singles,
Houston 1, Montreal 2
Gallacher shot a 2-under-par second'
U S .6-7, 6-3, 0-1,8-4
for the Pirates walked 9, Gene Shoemaker had a double
St.Louo 8, Los Angeles 7, 11 innings
round 69 to give turnself the tournament
In women's play. Betty Stove topped
lead with a 9-under 133 Four strokes back
Brigitte Simon 74, 44, 6-3, Anne Smith
Saturday's Games
struck out 7 and gave up 7 hits. and two- singles and John
San Francisco "Knepper 5-2) at Chicago
defeated Sherry Acker 6-1. 6-0 Wendy
are South Afncans-Crevin ['veneer' and
Muehleman - added
two
licruko• 2-41
Dale Hayes and Bntons Sandy Lyle and
Turnbull beat Jeannie Duvall 6-3, 6-3.
By The Associated Press
doubles. Also hitting for the 'Philadelphia , LerOh 2-3i at Cincinnati
Willie Milne
Hans Mandltkova topped Sue Barker 74,
Reds 9 Cards 3
AMERICAN LEAGUE
I LaCoss 5-01
2-6, 11, while Renate Tomanova upset
NEW ROCHELLE, NY AP') - Nancy
BATTING (100 at bats, - Smalley Mui
REDS
ab r h Yanks were Mickey Carson
San Diego Perry 4-4, at Pittsburgh
Virginia Wade 6-2, 44, 1-2
Lopes shot•2-under par 70 to overtake Pat
with a single, Mickey Giles (Candelaria
.392; Kemp, Det, 359. Wilson,
155.
Mitch Cavley
4.3
TRACK AND FIELD
the
3 1 0
Bradley
for
lead
at 137 at the halfway
Carew, Cal, 355; Bochte, Sea, 353
with
singles,
two
Gentry
Will
New
CHAMPAIGN, M. , AP
York
1100,000
lachry
of
Professional
mark
a
Renal&
Ladies
4-0)
at
Atlanta
Eric Grogan
•- RUNS - Garen, KC. 40. Otis.
4 3 2
Nehemiah of Maryland, top ranked ut thee
Coif Association tournament
with a single, Chad Bazzell (P.Niekro 5-81, n
Baylor. Cal, 37. Smalley. Mut, 37 i me
Chris Jackson
4 1 3
Los Angeles f Rau 14 o at St. Louis
world, defeated archrival Greg Foster of
Bradley shot a 74 to put herself three
Bsn, 36, LeFlore, Del. 36" lansfor 1. I al
UCLA in the 110-meter high hurdles with a
strokes bock at 140
Chip Adkins
4 2 2- with two singles, Mike Rice (13.8'orsch 2-4i,(n
36
Montreal Schatteder 1-01 at Houston
BOW1ING
tune If 12 91 seconds, the fastest ecwith
two
singles,
Monty
RBI - Baylor. Cal, 52. Lynn. run. 4.3;
Cary Alexander
4 0 0
tronically-timed race ever, at the NCAA
SAN JOSE. (aid 'AP' - Mark Roth
Ito
Cooper. Mil, 39:
------MtCuistion with two singles Andujar 4-3),
:Porter. KC, 39. !Vette
Jeff Swan
Outdoor Track and Field Charnpionshwe
gunday's Game'
and Marshall Holman put together the
2 0 0
Sea,
39
Randy
and
Swift
and
Bryan
San
Diego,
Nehemiah's time will not be eligible for
at
Pittsburgh
tournament
doubles
highest
round in the
to
Allan Shoiunaker
2 1 0
HITS - Smalley. Mui, 71; Rem!, Bsn
Philadelptua
world recognition, however, became It
at
after
lead
rounds
the
in
four
seize
Cincinnati,
the
2
Jackson with a single apiece.
611; GBeett,II C.47; Carew,Cal,66 Ray lor
Robert Weatherly
2 1 0
San Francisco at Chicago
was windaided. The allowable wind for
$80.000 Professional Bowling Association
Cal, 61
For the Twins, Jason
Los Angeles at St Louis
such a race is two meters, or 4 473 miles
"loubles championships
CARDS
DOUBLES -- lemon. Chi, 15 Shell,
New
per
York
hour The wind for this race at the
bowled
at
Atlanta,
scores
Sammons
207,
267,
of
234.
Roth
246.
banged a double
n
Tex, 15, Thornton
us 4.
Shaun Moore
3 0 2
Montreal at Houston, n
University of Illinois was 345 meters. Or
1nforr17414 six game total. while
McRae. KC, 14.
and
triple,
Tommy
a
Banks
7.7 miles per hour
John Pyla
Monday's Games
Holman contributed games of 259. 216.217,
2 1 1
TRIPLES- GBrett, KC.6: Grifftn, Tsr
had a triple and a single and
Montreal at Atlanta, / no
Scott Neilson of Washington became
258. 726 and 269 for a round of 1,115
5; ABannistr, Chi, 4; Wilson. Kr. 4:
Gary Threat
3 0 0
Los
only
Angeles
the second athlete on NCAA outdoor
at
Nolrnan
combined
Pittsburgh,
and
Overall,
Roth
for
n
;
Tripp Nix stroked three
RJones, Sea, 4
Tim Greer
New York at Cincinnati, , n
4 1 1
history to win the same event four times.
10.941 for the tournament as they
total
a
' HOME RUNS. - Lynn, Eke Oa,
singles.
hitting
Also
Clint
were
Philadelphia at Houston.
taking the hammer throw watt a toss of 23'7
Chuck Baker
3 0 1
Singleton, Bal. 13. Ttntnat. Mil, 12;
Only games scheduled
feet. 3 inches
Hutson with two singles and T.
Cooper, Mil, it. Baylor. (761. II
David Sykes
2' 1 0
Jerome Deal, a sophomore from Texas
-S1'04.EN BASES -- leFlore, On, ri;
J. Gradisher, Ronny Hager,
El Paso, ran the fastest time of his carter
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Dusty Darnell
2 0 1
Wilson, KC, 21; JCrta, Sea. 20. (its. Kr
Steve Carroll, David Wesson,
- 10 19 - in edging James Sanford of
EAST
17; Wills, Tex. 16
Art Bailey
3 0 1
Southern Cal 10.12(/ and Harvey Glance of
W
L
Pet GB
PITCHING IS Decisions; - Kern, Tex,
By The tsiioclated Pre.*
Chip Adkins, winning pit- Korey Martin and John Baltimore
Auburn (10.22) in the 100-meter dash
30 19
612 7.0, 1.000, 1.24. John, NY. 9-1. 900, 179;
Championship Finals
Boston
Other winner's were Suleiman Nyambui
28 19
596
1
cher for the Reds, walked 5, Whitakyr. a" with a single.
Clear. Cal, 4-1..800. 3 11, DMartiner Hal
Best of SeN en Series
Milwaukee
If Texas-El Paso in the 10,000 meters in the
29 23
558
24

Guidry Finds Groove, Blanks Sox

championship games.
"Defense always beats
offense," philosophized John
Johnson. "Offense is like the
weather; it comes and goes."
Trailing 51-43 at halftime,
Seattle scored eight straight
points to forge a 55-55 tie, only
to have Washington retaliate
with an eight-point string to go
back on top 63-55.
"After that our defense
tightened up," Wilkens said,
"and the momentum swung
our way."
Washington still led 69-66
entering the final period,
however, before center Jack
Sikma — who had 12 points
and 17 rebounds--launched a
sixpoint streak to give Seattle
a lead it never relinquished.
.__ -Washington. down 87-79 with
3:25 left, pulled to within to
points three times in the final
1:25. But the SuperSonics_ met
the challenges with field goals
by Williams and Dennis
Johnson, and finally two free
throws by .Williams with 12
seconds left.
Elvin
Hayes.
topped
Washington with 29 points, 16
in the first quarter when
Washington led 30-19, and

Bobby Danuridge had 20.
Starting guard Kevin Grevey
played only three minutes
before pulling a hamstring
muscle and his runningmate,
Tom Henderson, left early in
the third quarter with an ankle
injury.
"They came---nat well
prepared and did some things
we didn't expect," Dandridge
said of the series. "Their
guards were very tough and
they were effective when they
trapped us on the double
team."
Seattle's guards dominated
the series, outscoring their
Washington counterparts 302185.. Williams led the
SuperSonics with 143 points
and Dennis Johnson, named
the Most Valuable Player, had
113.

-

Washington Coach Dick
Motta congratulated the new
champions, who became the
eighth different team to win
the title in the last nine years.
"I hope they enjoy
much as we did," Mona said.
"I'm proud of the way we
played all year, but we just
fell a little short in this
series."

Rose's Return To Riverfront Ends In Loss

Murray Baseball
Association Action

streak to five games.
In the rest of the National
League, Chicago shelled San
Francisco 8-2, Pittsburgh
edged San Diego 9-8, Houston

shaded Montreal 3-2 and, in a
pair of 1L-inning games, St.
Louis outlasted Los Angeles 87 and New York beat Atlanta
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Sports At A Glance

Baseball
Standings

Friday's Sports Briefly

Major League
Leaders

NBA Plcwioffs

Three Days.
Three Dinners.
One Special Price.
TUESDAY
Sorlin Sirloin Steak Dinner
MONDAY
Chopped Steak
Dinner

DNyDAY
Chic ke
ried
Steak Dinner
Itien eaeh(fey, you She got your choice ..
of a Balied Potato or French Pries Tnait
any Drink .and a trip to our Soup n
Salad Bar

19

SIRLOIN STOCKADE,
Quality that keeps you condo'back.
Bel-Air Center
Murray

7-2, .773, 2.95, Palmer, Bat, 4-2, 750 200;
tome 1
3723
510
34
Jenkins, Tex, 6-2, 750, 344, Baurrairtn.
Washington 99, Seattle 97
2222
500
54
Chi, 5-2, 714, 3.06; Waits. Cle.
Game?
26
458
74
3.51.
Seattle 92, Washington 00
12 is
135 19
STRIKEOUTS -- Ryan, Cal, 78
Game
3
WEST
NY, 71; Jenkins, Tex, 61. Kooeman.
Seattle 105, Washington 95
Texas
29 20
592
53; ?Craver, C.N, 49; Kern. Tex, 49
Game 4
California
30 21
568
NATIONAI,LEAGUE
Seattle 114. Washington 112.01
Minnesota
27 20
574
1
BATTING (100 at bats, Itro.,,-k,
Kansas City
Friday's
Game
21 22
560
14
Stionts, .374; Winfield. San Diego.
Chicago
&NMI! 77. Washington Kt
24 25
4%
5
Murphy, Atlanta, 316. Rose. Philadeipitim,
(Segnie aiDil series el(
Seattle
19 33
365 114
.347, Mazzilli, New York, 341
Oakland
18 33
.353 12
RUNS. Lea, Los Angeles, 47
Friday's Games
cepcion. Cincinnati, 36. Publ, Houstor, 16;
New York 4, Chicago 9
North, San Francisco, 35; Kingman.
_Boston 5, Minnesota 2
Chicago, 34. Parker. Pittsburgh
Texas 4. Baltimore 2
34:
Rooter, Atlanta. 34. Matthews. Atlanta,
Milwaukee S. Kansas City 4
By the Associated Press
34.
Oakland 3, Detroit 2
,
BASEBALL
RBI: Winfield. San t)im°. 43, Kingman.
Cleveland 7, California 4
Nadeau'
Craw
Oucago, 42, Garvey, lea Angeles. 37;
Seattle 7, Toronto 2
CINCINNATI
REDS
Sent Frank
Murphy, Atlanta 36: Hernandez. St loos,
Seturday's Gaines
pow!, pitcher. to Indianapolis If the
35
Boston 'Rainey 1-2) at Minnesota /Golti
HITS Winfield. San Diego, 73. Russell, American Association Recalled Manny
4-5,
Ssruilento, pitcher, from Indianapolis
ids Angeles,69; Garvey, lee
Angeles. NI;
Detroit f Rotema 2-2) at Oakland / MittNEW YORK METS Flared Neil Allen,
Rose. Philadelphia, fifi. Moreno.
en)1-0)
Prtt- pitcher. on the 21.day,4,dimbied
eburgh, 61, Baker, los Angeles, 64
Chicago (Keever 5-3) ti New York
retroactive to May 31 Recalled FA Glynn,
DOUBIF-S . Rose, Philadelphia
I: pitther, from Tidewater of the Intel-(Beattie 3-1i, 1st
Parrish, Montreal, 15, Baker
S notarial League
Milwaukee (Travers 3-3) at Kansas City
Angeles. IS, 6 Tied With 14
(Spitttneff 741, n)
F(NeTBALI,
TRIPIES • Scott, St Louis, 7, Moron°,
Baltimore (1) Martinez 7-2) at Texas
sotioael Football League
Pittsburgh, S. Templeton, St louts
5;
(Jenkins 6-2), In;
SONNEVYT
A
VIXINGS
Announced
Winfield, San Diego, 5, 6 Tied With 4
Cleveland (Garland 24r at California
retirement of Mick TIngelhoff. renter
HOME RUNS
, Chicago 17; the
(Mee 441,in)
SEATTLE SEAHAWKS
Signed Sam
Schmidt. Phil
la, IS; Murph.,.
Toronto (Lemanctyk 4-3) at Seattle
*Cullum, wide receiver, through the 1901
Atlanta, 13, W rdie
San Diego. it;
o JOOmS-Si. n
Belson
tapes, [As Angeles 12
Sunday's Games
HOCKEY
• STOIF.141 EASES Moreno,
Pittsburgh,
Chicago at New York
.
21, Scott, St.Louis, 16, Tasterst, Noa
Natesaal Hockey Loaner
Boston at Mirfneaota
. ;Yr:1'1,A Ca,bell, Houston. 14, Lopes W4
ST LOUIS BLUE'S
Signed Barclay
Milwaukee at Kangas City
Angeles, 14
Mager, Mid addl, ane
fterensan,
Cleveland at California
PITCHING /5 Decisions) 1,8(,.„,
asOstapt coach, to new cantracts for the
Detroit at Cisklend
Cincinnati,54, 1.000, 2 51; lamp.
nation
arms°
(hIcago,
Toronto st Seattle
• 111,100, 4.21; Reed, P9tiladelptue.4-1. se,
COLLEGE
Baltimore at Texas,(n )
la; Melton, newton, 7-2, 771, 251
Dane -G419111, nimcd acting cornlee,
Meaday's Games
aforitreel, 5-2..714.300. Rogers.
miadoner of a new Eastern athletic
Montreal,
Minnesota at Baltimore,( n
5-2. 714,3 56; Kneptier, San Francisco
conference Including Boston College:
Texas at Boston. to
52,
714.3 17, Ruthven, Philaddphia. 4.3
Connecticut, Settle Hall, St
Syracutie,
Kansas City at New York, In)
847,
351
John's University, Georgetown and
Milwaukee at Chicago, (no
STRIKEOUTS Richard, HOlintor
Providence
to,
Toronto at California,(n)
Carlton, Philadelphia, ID, Perry. sae
VIRGINIA MILITARY INSTITUTE -Cleveland at Oakland. In
Diego, 55; Niekro, Atlanta. 54, Sutton
Mark , Sandy an assistant
Named
Detroit at Seattle,( n )
Ira
Angeles. 54.
bealisthall cough
New York
Detroit
Cleveland
Toronto

Transactions

meet record time of n 0136, Dave lout of
UCLA in the shot put at 66-114 and Larry
Myrick* of Mississippi College in the long
Jump at 26-7‘.
For Taut and Myriclui, it was their
second NCAA outdoor title

College World
Series Tourney
By The Associated Press
At Omaha, Neh
Flrst Round
Arkansas 5. Pepperdine 1
Arizona 5. Miami I

OPTIONS REBATE
9

Make your best deal on any
Scout in stock —and get 10%
back on all factory-installed
options, through June 15.
Buy the Scout model you wont from our
wide inventory, and International will send
a.-kOate check for 10% of the sticker
factory-Installed option. But
hurry on in, because this offer is good oily
if ,c)u purchase and take delivery of a new
Scout by June 15—and they're going fast.
you

price on every

Free $6.95 Rand-McNally Trail Guide
With Each Demonstration Drive

an
a

TRUCKTRAILERSBUSES,Inc.
usosur
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Murray, Ky.

We would like to express our thanks to
everyone for the support which made our
victory possible.
..41t

We appreciate the manner in which
Mary Jane Littleton and Bill Phillips conducted their campaigns.
a.

Special-Wanks-To all those Who ketped in any way. Freed Curd and Family

ir
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Enix Interiors Names
New Store Manager

Productivity Down Nationwide
Productivity, or the output
of goods and services per hour
worked, among workers in
Kentucky and the rest of the
nation has been declining in
recent years.
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Between 1948 and 1968,
productivity in the private
business sector grew at an
average rate of 3.3 percent a
year. But in the inflation and
recession wracked decade
that followed, the annual
growth rate dropped to an
almost nonexistent 0.3 percent.
In the first quarter of this
year. productivity. fell at a
startling annual rate of 4.5
percent. This terrible first
quarter number, though, is
Likely to be revised upward
somewhat as improved data
becomes available.
But even if the most recent
data overstate the problem,
there is no question that
lagging productivity is a
serious long term problem for
the economy.
The only way for real per
capita income to rise is for
each worker to produce more,
and this is true whether the
gain comes as a result of more
efficient machinery, better
techniques,
management
workers or
skilled
highly
more
simply people working harder.
Over the long run, wage
gains that exceed productivity
increases do nothing but breed
inflation; without more being
produced,there is no way that
people, onlhe average, can be
any better off.
The relationship between

productivity growth and real
income is clear. Between 1948
and 1968, real per capita
disposable income grew at an
average rate of just over two
percent a year.
But in the past five years,
huge wage gains have been
devoured by inflation and the
rate of real per capita income
growth has fallen below one
percent.
Now government officials,
such as Council on Wage and
Price Stability Director Barry
P. Bosworth, are warning that
unless something is done to
improve productivity and to
tame inflation, Americans can
look forward to several years.
of stagnant, or even declining,
real incomes.

would have produced an explosion of productivity in
many services; the statistics
do not show it, though.
Another problem that has
hit the economy in recent
years has been a massive
influx of baby boom-era
youths into the labor force
along with a hugh flow of
women many of whom have
been out of the job market for
years. Teenagers, who tend to
lack skills and to change jobs
frequently, are notoriously
low productivity workers, and
many of the women who have
re-entered the market also are
short on current skills.
These factors reduce the
potential productivity of the
labor force, but they also are
problems that will go away
with time.
By the mid-1980s, most of
the post-war babies will be
well into their most productive
years. The improving age
structure of the population is
likely to give us a much more
productive economy, alhQn
there will still be some rean
years ahead.

Z. Enix, of Enix Interiors,
Tenth and Chestnut streets,
recently announced the hiring
of Mac Fitts as the new store
manager.
Fitts, a native of Murray,
has been with the store since
February, and is confining
himself to in store duties,
freeing Enix to devote more
time to working in homes and
offices.

Fitts said, "I really enjoy
meeting the public and
especially selling. It's really
fulfilling to complete a job and
to be able to see what you've
done."
Enix Interiors features a
complete line of topline furthe
featuring
niture
Thomasville, and Hickory
Chair lines. The store also
handles custom drapery, fine
carpeting, a wide variety of
accessories, bedding by
Simmons, and custom interior
work.

dedication and quality that
this store has become known
for."
DIA also added, We forsee
some changes in the store that
will be announced later but for
the time being we will continue to stress quality and
service in assisting our
customers to decorate their
homes."
Fitts and Enix stated .they
are looking forward to extending the same fine service
they have contributed so far,
and Fitts added, quickly. "My
wife and I are delighted to be
back in Callaway Gounry after
eight years out of the county."
The store is located in the
Northside Shopping Center
and is open from 8:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. Monday through
Saturday.

Fitts is the former
superintendent of Kenlake
State Resort Park and attended Murray State majoring
Upon the announcement of
in industrial arts.
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Local Dancers
Attend Contest

Forty-four persons from the
Thurman School of Dance.
Murray,are attending the Mid
United States Dance Championship being held May 31
through June 3 at the Galt
House, Louisville.
This is the first time for the
championship event to be held
isitzatuck y,raceording to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Thurman.
Jr., of local dance school.
During this session a disco
champion will be selected
event held at
Lastirear at
Columbus, Ohio, the Murray
school won first place in
events.

Ltie

anal
choosing the car
home business or life
protection that surfs
your needs best
For help with your needs

RANI( NOT ES

cello, visit meat

If you want to save energy,do it with
the appliances that/ use the most
heaters,
energy...electric
.refrigerator, electric range and air
conditioner. Transitorized TV and
radios use little energy. A radio will
play an hour a day for only about one
year!
centa
Boyd
_ by Bill
- There's n..1 questiop about where.to save money..
.Start a savings account with us and watch your
money grow! PEOPLES BANK
.4, CRAY

KY

Member FDIC

Phone Or See:
Guy Billington
Tom Scruggs

Bob Billington CPCU
Owen Billington

Dan Shipley

The

Murray Insurance
Agency

•
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e'sFishing Line
IIMMUNIMKIMBOMMAINIMESSIONO:NMO
If you were able to get on the
main lake this past week you
should have caught fish of
some kind. The current has
finally slowed to its regular
Teed and many of the deep
water drop-offs had fish that
were hungry.
Sauger would rank the most
promising right now since
they are bottom feeders and
are long past their spawning
period.
I have been doing best on the
deep running lures by rebel.
Color changes were not
needed unless the cloud cover
changed a lot. If you experiment with colors I think
you will be very surprised to
learn that fish do have a
preference most of the time.

Dan Grimes, Murray, caught this eight pound six ounce bass in Ledbetter creek on Kentucky Lake. Wednesday May 23. Grimes was fishing with the carrnere
man for BASS., Ron Wright, when he caught the
'tinker. Grimes was fishing a Shallow Wee R, in the
crawfish color.

Outdoor Scene
-8yM.iy8.rrosv
Don Curd and Preston
Pattersons) Barrett, both of
Murray, brought in 10 bass
and six crappie Sunday, May
207 But Curd out fished
Barrett.

bass seem to be spotty,
several sauger and stripes are
being caught.

URW Local 665 and General
Tire will hold a team tournament out of the old air strip
Hubert Barrow, Murray, on Kentucky Lake Saturday
fished out of Cypress Springs May 9.
Dock Thursday May 24, and
came in with his limit of bass.
Terry Yarbourgh, Murray,
was fishing out of Cypress
Jackie Byerly, Jim and Springs Dock, Wednesday
Fran Hammons, all of May 30, and came in with
Murray, fished the ledges on seven bass with the largest
Blood River Monday May 28, going about three pounds and
and came in with 27 crappie eight ounces.
and eight sauger. The largest
of the sauger was a three
Gary
Marquardt
and
pounder.
Truman Whitfield, both of.
Murray, were fishing on
• Leon and Myrtle Boyd, Barkley Lake Wednesday
Murray, took Buddy and May 30, and brought in four
Donnie fishing Wednesday bass_ Marquardt said that the
May 23, to show them how and fishing on Barkley was still a
boated four limits, 240 little tough.
crappie.
Kenneth
McCuiston,
Ruble And La—Verne Thur- Murray, brought in six bass
man, Murray, have really had Wednesday May 30 out of
some good days lately. Cypress Creek.
Monday and Tuesday May 21,
22, they came in with 97
Bass Casters Association
crappie after fisDing on will be holding their high-low
Barkley Lake. Thursday May. tournament out of Kenlake
31, the Thurmans fished Marina, Aurora, Friday and
Energy and brought in 21 Saturday June 8, 9. The highs
large crappie.
are the pros and the lows are
the amateurs. Entry fee for
A report from Cypress the highs is $150 and the lows
Springs Resort says the fish 850. A man that is high and a
seem to be moving back to man that is low will be
-Paired
deeper water. Crappie and together.

The bluegill are really
bedding on Barkley now so if
you have any favorite haunts
grab a box of crickets and
head nut!
think they., will run larger
the next couple of years in
both lakes but Barkley has a
slight edge.
I really like to use ultra light
tackle on these rascals once I
'get them located.

I remember fishing with
Willie Jackson and the late
Dennis Taylor and will never
forget their description of a
good bluegill. Dennis had said
many times"a good one is one
you have to squeeze against
your breast to remove the
hook because you can't reach
Try fishing the edges where around him." They were the
best I ever had the pleasure of
the breaks have 5 to 10 foot
drops and are sharply defined fishing with.
on a locator. You may not be
My.personal thanks to Hal
able to see the fish since they and Mary Barrow and their
sons for their help tagging fish
are against these breaks.
Many times a large minnow during the K.B.A. touror ji bounced along by nament. Mighty fine folks the
casting deep and retrieving to county needs to have.
the shallow side will produce
the warmer temheavy strings of sauger, peratures
you
should
crappie and white bass.
remember to keep all gas
The wind would be the main tanks shaded, as much as
factor if you are on the main possible
and
prevent
lake. A lot of people use the dangerous leaks caused by the
wind to drift from one spot to expending gases.
another, having lines set at
different depths until one
HAPPY FIS41/4G!
catches a fish.
I talked with Dave Maupin
Friday morning and learned
that he, his brother Don, and
probably their dad J.C.,
caught some super nice slab
crappie over the holiday,
weekend. They fished several
different places before fish
were- located and when they
had the ,pattern worked out it
was a fast shuffle. Caught
some the next day too'

The week of June 2-9 has, by ,
4
- unctio
/ n n with regular Coast
proclamation, been/ Guard units.
designated as National Safe
Public Education: Each
Boating Week. The Murray
year the Murray Flotilla ofFlotilla of the United States
fers to the public a wide array
Coast Guard Auxiliary is
of boating safety courses,
involved with assisting in this each tailored to a
specific
program to help bring an
need. They include 1,3, 7, or 13
increased awareness on the lesson
courses.
Area
part of the public of the need Recreational boaters are
developm
for .the
ent of safe urged to contact the Murray
boating procedures related to Flotilla for information
recreational boating.
concerning these offerings.
- The,coast guard auxiliary, Special courses for children
of which the Murray Flotilla is are included.
a part, is a volunteer, nonCourtesy
Ittarine
military orga ization Examinations: During
established by; cigress to National Safe Boating Week
promote recreati al boating the Murray Flotilla is urging
in the United States. It has no the public to take advantage of
legal or law enforcement this area of Auxiliary service,
authority and works to even though it is available
achieve its purposes through throughout the
boating
three basic programs: the season. The
examinations
courtesy marine examination are carried out by specially
t CME i, public education and trained members of the
operations programs.
Flotilla upon request and-or
Operations: To assist the U. consent of the owner or
S. Coast Guard, members of operator.
the Murray Flotilla perform
It consists- of a check of the
safety patrols, rescue and boat's safety equipment
assistance missions„ patrols covering both the federal and
for regattas and marine state law and certain adevents. These operations are ditional criteria for safety
often performed in con- which have been adopted by
the auxiliary. Boats meeting
these criteria are awarded the
respected auxiliary ('ME
''Seal of Safety."

During the recent B.A.S.S. Tournament held
out of kenLake Marina, several of the
wives of the members of the Murray Bass
Club helped with the score board. ladies
helping Were Peggy Hendon, Valerie Hendon,
Brenda Culbert, Lorrane Maggard, Sandra Grimes. The children helped in
several different ways and they were, Gidget
Vaughn, Mary Ann Gilbert, Ricky Nelson,
Jason Grimes and Chnileftkim

WATSON'S
Fish Market

Shipwash
Boat Motor

So. 121k. St.

Murray Coast Guard
Auxiliary Involved In National
Safe Booting Week June 2-9

Kentucky: Catfish good still
fishing minnows, worms and
nightcrawlers around rip rap
and in inlets and bays, black
bass fair on spinner baits off
rocky points and in inlets and
bays, crappie fair over submerged coVer and brush piles,
in tailwaters catfish good,
clear to murky, stable, six
inches above summer pool
and 74.
Barkley: Black bass fair to
good on spinner baits'off rocky
points and in inlets and bays,
catfish fair to good still fishing
minnows, worms and nightcrawlers around rip rap and
rock walls, crappie slow over,
submerged
cover
and
dropoffs, in tailwsters catfish
good, rockfish and white bass
fair, clear to murky, stable,
six inches above summer pool
and 73.

203 E. Main

BRING
YOUR BASS
AND CRAPPIE
TO

HICKORYHUTPITBAR-B-0.
•

The Largest Caught & Weighed
of Each, At Hickory Hut
During May Wins
A SNOULDER OF BAR-B-Q

Kenneth McCuiston, left and Terry Yarbourgh both of Murray,
brought in a nice string of bass Sunday. May 20. The two
were
fishing out of Cypress Springs Dock and hod fifteen bass
totaling
twenty-three pounds. The largest of the 'string weighed in at
four pounds eight ounces. The fish were caught on spinner
baits
and worms, in the shallow water.

641 Super Shell
Where "Service Is Our Business

Hw.641 South

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters

rr
r

159-1112

Alummcon
boats

.641 North

0000000

44i WOW!

These figures demonstrate the
need for greater vigilance and
awareness of all aspects of
boating safety. Persons Interested in any of the
prograins of the auxiliary are
urged to become involved if
eligible. Information may be
obtained by calling Flotilla
Commander Richard W.
Farrell at 753-2214 or Division
Captain Shirley Johnson at
436-2399.

recain's, AMC,Jeep

"BETTER IN THE LONG RUN."

Venture
7‘-t3

at••

If a beat does not pass the
examination the owner is
advised of the deficiencies and
NO REPORT is made to any
law enforcement official. This
examination is in effect a form
of boater education — a one to
one exchange of boating
safety information.
In 1978 the Coast Guard has
estimated that there are over
14 million recreational motor
boats. There were 1,321
reported fatal accidents.

Rshing Report

i_741 AMMER OUTBOARDS

759-1208

Murray Bass Club lielcLo'dub tournament
out of Cypress Springs Dock Sunday May 27. The
right Graves Morris, first place with nine
winners were, left to
pounds six ounces; Don A. Jones, second
place with six pouri&Lour ounces; Neil Stubblefield, third place with four
pounds 12 ounces; Larry Ryan, fourth place
with four pounds eight ounces. Morris also won Big Bass with a iunker
weighing four pounds.

4
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SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

753-644.8
pc===)4st===x
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• • Camper

•
Thornton • •
•
•
Body
•
•
•
shop
•
Whit
e's
Camp
er Sales •
•
24 Hour Wrecker Service
s You've Got a Good Thing Going!

•
•
•

Open Mon.ihru Sat.9 til 9 •
Sunday 1-6

a
•
•
•
•
•

•
Authorized Dealer For Starcraft Road
• gor
Rangers
•
•
Parts-Accessories-Service
•
••
•
•
•
•
Nwy.94 East
••Rt. 31.. 1111
(502)153-0605

2112 Coldwater Rd. Murray, Ky.

753-7404

Complete Nook-Up

'We Appreciate Your Business"
•••••eeeee•••*****IION•110
11•1O•O•

11•1O011•110i

•

•••••••••••••••••••lik
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Teaching Your
Child To Fish
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Watching the excited antics
of youngsters when they catch
their first fish is a priceless
experience.
In a 1976 survey (conducted
by Sports Network) of
Americans' attitudes toward
fishing, two facts emerged.
- More than 75 percent of
today's anglers began to fish
before age 12.
- Most of these anglers
were introduced to the sport
by a parent or close relative.
Fishing brings families
CLUB CAMPOUT-T. G. Shelton, left, is pictured with his
closer together. At a time
two grandchildren, Greg Rogers, seated front, and Lori
when social pressures seem to
Rogers, right, along with Angel Adams, standing left, and
be pulling parents and
Melissa Adams at the campout held by the Twin Lakers Good
children
apart,
the
Sam Club at Kentucky Dam Village State Park May 18-20. A
togetherness of the sport inpotluck supper was served on Saturday evening at the
creases its value. Fishing also
campsite of the wagonmasters, Charlie and Gale Adams.
serves as an education
Andy and Linda Rogers were assistants. Rogers, vicemedium. It illustrates the
president, presided. Devotional services were held Sunday
delicate balance of the en-morning ted by Gate Adams. Linda Rogers,-and Guy Cusn-l---- vironment - by ...involving
ningham. Attending were B. C. and Orpha Grogan, Harry - children as participants in the
and Betty Cartwright, Charlie, Gale, Angel, and Melissa
"food chain." At the same
Adams, Andy, Linda. Greg, and Cori Rogers, Ned and Beth
time, fishing generates a
Wilson, Bethel and Sina Richardson Mark and Beth Hurter,
respect and awareness for the
Bill and Norette Hill, T. G. and Estelle Shelton, Nix and
beauty and irreplaceability of
Marjorie Crawford, J. B. and Jo Burkeen, and Guy and June
our great outdoors.
Cunningham.
When teaching a child to fish
follow these tips:
- --Don't force them! They
can't be experts at casting like
their parents. . . give them
time and encouragement.
- Remember
your
daughters! Over 20 million
The Coleman Company 1979 sleeping, food and beverage women fish in the US.today..
Outing Products Catalog is needs, and many accessory . fishing is not an exclusive
now available and willte sent convenience items useful in
without charge upon request.
the outdoors, for travel and
Included in the 32-page sporting eveints, and for
catalog is the most complete emergency use at home.
line of equipment for outdoor
TO obtain a free copy, write
living that has been offered in
the company's 78 year history. to The Coleman Company,
There are products for Inc., 250 N. St. Francis,
cooking. lighting, shelter, Wichita, Kansas 67201.

1979 Coleman
Catalog Is Ready

Graves'Morris, pictured above, and fishing partner
Jerry McConnell, both of Murray, brought in a nice
string of bass Wednesday May 30, the largest caught
by Morris weighed six pounds. The string of eight bass
weighed 20 pounds. The men were fishing on Kentucky Lake.
Photo Courtew 81-341Ntat's
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Open 7 Days A Week
8 a. m. - 10:00 p. m.
Hwy. 641 So.

i
]
U

Phone 753-8322

father-son sport.
- Review equipment care
and maintenance! The sport is
more fun when rods and reels
are kept in top shape and lines
and lures neatly stored
without tangles.
- Choose comfortable
clothing! Anticipate a shower
or warm spell with an alternate change of clothing if
necessary.
- Use simple methods!
Start them off with spin
casting outfits for bluegill.
- Keep the action going!
You can create momentum
and excitement with some
,sure-fire nibbles. Start by
dunking worms to attract
yellow perch or flounder.
- Let them do their Own
fishing! Half the fun is the
challenge and the sense of
accomplishment when landing
the fish. .
•
- So, let them take the
spotlighb alone.
- Take time to listen!
Fishing provides a golden
opportunity to share quite
intimate moments, secrets,
and thoughts with your child..
. relax and let them happen.

-
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MIRAN OUTDOORS
'Maximum Production'
To Reestablish Geese
By Wade Bangs

_

Question: how do you
reestablish a flock of wild
geese in seven states which,
until recent years, was
thought to be extinct in the
wild?
"Maximum
production,"
John H. Ellis responded. Ellis
is supervisor of a new wildlife
propagation center at Land
Between the Lakes, and if his
project is successful, the
Learning to fish together haunting call of the geese will
a
familiar
sound
will be educational for both be
you and your child. No child is throughout the Tennessee
too young or parent too old to Valley.
The bird in question is the
begin sharing in this allgiant Canada goose, branta
American family sport.
canadensis maxima if you're
a biologist, and it's the largest
in the Canada goose family
(16-20 pounds). Prior to the
European settlement of
America the bird was
widespread throughout the
interior of the continent. It
Artificial hatching of giant Canada geese at LI3L's wildlife propagation
center causes
nested from mid-Canada to
renesting
by adult birds and increased flock production. This gosling, 30
Tennessee and from Ohio to
minutes old,
will be moved into a wire and pen until its feathers out.
the Rockies.
But the giant Canada, like bringing
the giant Canada sits a little lighter (and the present projects and an inthe buffalo, could not adapt to
back to seven states it serves. temperature drops slightly) crease in work with other rare
the encroachment of man. Its The starter flocic in
Tennessee when the eggs are ready to species for release into the
number dropped drastically
wild.
was one of the earlier efforts. hatch.
until it was believed extinct in
What about the geese Ellis
The new Duncan Bay Wildlife
"Then the goslings are
the wild. (A few livein Propagation
Center is the raised on wire and water until raises? "They have a very
captivity.) Waterfowl latest and most advanced.
they feather. With this system high social order," the
biologists were surprised
"I came to the point where I our mortality is next to biologist said. "They mate for
when a small flock of wild had to make some
,life; there are no divorces, but
big changes nothing," Ellis continued.
giant Canadas were found in in my business or get
But why-all the fuss? Why if a mate is lost, the partner
out
Minnesota in 1962.
altogether. I'd always wanted not let the geese hatch and will remate almost imThe reestablishment of the to make my living working raise their own young?
mediately." He said geese
giant Canada throughout its with birds, so I
could live a natural life of up
sold my
former range became a goal business, heard about
That's
where
Ellis' to 40 years. The birds must be
his new
of biologists in the mid-South. TVA facility,
made contact..." i"maximum production" three yeafs old before they
Small breeding flocks were and soon Ellis was on the
Land comes in. If the nests are mate. They're good parents,
reared and planted throughout Between the lakes
payroll. robbed, the geese will renest and often the family stays
the region. The largest and
And he liked what he found. in approximately two weeks. together during migrations.
most successful of these ef- "This facility (at
"But the Canadas we're
Duncan And most will renest a third
forts is the 4,000 goose flock on Bay) is probably
the best time. Thus, through the egg raising won't migrate. They
Old Hickory Lake near...Nash- propagation center
in the collection, artificial hatching might move a little in
ville, Tenn. Seed birds for this country,"
he judged. He process, the breeding flock of response to harsh conditions,
flock came from a private described the
center. We geese produce almost three but this is their home. This is
waterfowl breeder named have a 30 acre pen
fenced six times the number of goslings where they were born and
John H. Ellis.
feet above ground and two feet than they would if left alone. raised." Ellis said most
"At the time I was running a underground. Also,
around the This spring Ellis' flock will waterfowl migrate north in
family shoe store in Hartford, top of the fence is a
electrified produce 450-500 young geese. spring simply because that's
Connecticut," Ellis said. But strand of barbed
wire which These birds will be raised to their home, where they want
he was also a serious keeps out
predators." A stocking size and then to hatch their young.
waterfowl breeder, and his breeding flock
And why all the effort to
of 45 pairs of distributed throughout-the
private collection of ducks, giant Canadas
raise and transplant the giant
are kept in the Tennessee Valley.
geese and swans-112 species pen. The birds' wing
feathers • Ellis and his wildlife aides Canadas? "Well, it's for two
was the largest in the world. are clipped
to prevent their are also working with other purposes: observation and
"I started raising waterfowl airborne escape.)
The grassy birds. They're collecting and hunting," Ellfg stated.
when I was a 14 year old kid: I penned area
includes 4 small hatching eggs from LBL's "People like to see these
hatched and raised a Canada lakes.
"home flock" of geese, some birds, and they like to hunt
goose under the kitchen stove
Adjacent to the pen is a 52 pairs of wild birds that stay them. Transplanted geese can
at home, and I've been at it 50x150 ft. building
where the in the Honker's Lake, Energy serve both needs,"
ever since," Ellis continued. _incubating, hatching, atid—Uk._
eDuncan Bay region. All
The man's job is time
He talked about trips to jaising prpcesses are
carried geese hatched from home consuming and intense. So
Canada and the Arctic for out. Four large incubators
and flock eggs are released right what does he do in spare time
collection and study purposes, hatchers give life to
the young in LBL, and the flock is ex- to relax? "I've moved just
of his close association with geese, and then
they're pected to show dramatic outside Murray and bought 15
other breeders and biologists. transferred to wire
gains. Also, bluewing teal are acres where I'm setting up my
pens.
The hobby was consuming in
being raised at the center. In a own pen. I'll be studying the
The
eggs
incubate
for
20-30
BIG FISH--These large shovel bill catfish were caught by
interest.
days at 99.5 degrees. Then, at special fly pen, Ellis has 40 breeding and nesting habits of
these three men from Greensburg below Kentucky Dam
Meanwhile, the Tennessee the pipping stage
they're pairs of teal which have brant, and I'm going to Alaska
from 3 a.m. to 8 a.m. Sunday morning, May 20. Catches of
Valley Authority, under its transferred into the
hatcher already produced 150 eggs for this summer to collect my
both catfish and crappie were being caught by fisherman at
mandate to develop the where the temperature is a the incubator.
species."
the dam over the weekend. Pictured, left to right, are Junior
region's natural resources, half degree lower, Ellis
In the next ten years Ellis
Some folks just love
exJudge, Larry Curry,and Lonro Curry.
decided to jump headlong into plained. He said mama goose forsees continuation
of waterfowl.
)
fIej
0
0

On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park

Kenlake Marina
Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment
()
4
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Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
Rentals- Guide Service-Covered StorageLaunching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
Rt. 1 Hardin

(5021 474-2245 or 474-2211, ext. 171
.."

"s.
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•
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HOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories
and

-Hooks Wheel Alignment,

Specializing in servicing tires II 4 W.O. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
410 N 4th
in The Jackson Purrl,ase
753-6779

Holiday Travel,Inc
appy
Panorama Shores
on Kentucky Lake

DON McClURE
GRAYSON McClURE
Take 94 East out of Murray for 1 miles Turn right on 280
Follow 780 for 7 m•Ils post Bonner s Grocery Take
block top onto PanoramoPond follow blacktop to your right

Telephone,502-436-5483
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Unclaimed Dogs Being Destroyed At
Shelter After County Rabies Outbreak

•

OFFICERS - Students at Calloway County High Schoo
l who were elected class officers for next year were (from left) Mike Roger presi
s,
dent Kim Weatherford, vice
president; Celesa Curd, secretary; Susan Byars, treasu
rer; and Anne SariIle reporter.
Mike lackson, parlimentarian, was not present
for the *Hare.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS.

4 Tvoil
Answer to IF- rids)'s Puzzle
Wit
5 Knowledge4 Light row6 Pronoun
boat
7 Swift
9 Male swan
8 Torrent
12 Arabian-gar9 Beach
ment
house
13 Flower part
10 Poem
14 Fruit drink
It Pallet
14
35 Stay
16 Be ill
17 Cried
18 Consecrate
19 Crib
20 Particular
20 Roman gar21 Long cut
ment
22 Passageway 0111113BIZI
21 Navigate
23 European
23 Above
mountains
24 ThiOk
25 Laugh
27 Illuminated
loudly
28 Three Sp
26 Weird
36 - egg
46 Droop
30 Rational
28 Editor's
38 Involve
47 Macaw
31 WIffte
_
abbr.
40 European
48 Pronoun
32 Prophets
29 Bridge term
country
49 The
34 Conjunction
32 More unu42 Ventilate
heavens
35 Luge. e.g
sual
44 Church part
50 Diocese
37 Falsifier
33 Interjection
45 Strokes
53 State Abbr
38 Silkworm
39 Chiefs .
1.23
456
7 8
9 10 11
41 Part of -to
be'.
12
13
14
42 Poker stake
15
17518555
43 Flower part
ill
15 Fruit seed

RICHMOND, Ky.. (AP) Unclaimed dogs at the City,'
County Canine Shelter here
are being destroyed after
seven days confinement in an
effort to curb a rabies outbreak in Madison County.
Barbara Donahue, director
of the shelter, said Friday in a
telephone interview she
considered the action "cruel,
inhumane," but unavoidable.
-I wish I could do more, but
I can't," Ms. Donahue said."I
have to follow orders. For the
public safety, we have to do
a
it."
The shelter had only 12 dogs
in confinement Friday. "
..We put 106 dogs to. sleep

Seaspn Coupon Books
Now Available By PART

V3fl13311300
0130 0001313 130E1
31300000 1313OHIO
C1131311 0130131300
MO 0130313613
000O
MB IMM 0
000 BOOM O1110
010 G11;1130 U121319
EIC413031ii111113 13131i1
13131313 lilL31313
3013 110101313 CIO
0130 130131313
CIO

day.
before
yesterday
Wednesday) and I cried all
day long," Ms. Donahue
said.
"I've g9t seven dogs of my
own and I just can't stand the
thought of having to destroy
these dogs.
-It took me a4ouple of days
to swallow the pill and realize
I had to do it. There's nothing
else we can do, but
that
doesn't mean I have to like
it."
Adoptions will be suspended
for six months "because dogs
can carry the rabies virus
for
six months and they ( health
officials just don't want
to
take any chances,"
Ms.
Donahue said.
"I'm not happy at all about
it," she said. "I'm an animal
lover. We're condemning
_every stray."

Funeral Services
To Be Monday
For Author Giles

Ed Chenault, chairman of
Madison Fiscal Court's canine
board, said suspension of
adoptions was advised by Dr.
Joseph Skaggs, assistant
director of the state Bureau of
Health Services' Division of
Preventive Services.
"We couldn't afford to sell
someone a dog with the
virus," Chenault said.
The decision was made in a
nieeting last week of

2.. NOTICE
CONCERT, SATURDAY
44,•nit-27-41
el West Kentucky Expo -Center,- Happy
Gotkiman FramiTy.-F WEE STORE. 759-4600.

SALVAGE PANELING
CENTER
PANELING SPECIAL
$2.99
WALNUT PANELING
1 4- x4x8
56.95
PRESSED BOARD
52.99
5 8 x418
PRISM BOARD
-14-s4s14
55.49
STUDS NO 2
2x4
51 .19
PLYWOOD PANELING
4s8
56.95

a5555

555

5555

55
SU

It's I
Fact
Frio Gift
Wrapping

Vote Recanvass

Is Under Way

6-2
BLONDIE
vi
Th-4

LOOP
Way.

NTON

45 THE CHOPPER CLEARS THE
PRISON kV/ILL 5.-

•

-41esaa-

IRVINE, Ky.(AP)- A vote
recanvass is under way in the
Republican
for
race
nominatibriftir the 84th House
District.
Unofficial returns from
Tuesday's election showed
MY PARTNER (itEr
I COULON'''.SELL AV,/-i... •
that Lloyd McKinney of
Jackson County won the
LIKE THiS
nomination 'by three votes
over Clarence Nowland of
Estill County, who asked that
ballots be rechecked.
Officials said a recanvass of
Jackson County votes failed to
alter the outcome there, with
McKinney getting 983 votes
and Nowland receiving 341.
The recanvass in Estill and
'A •
Madison counties will be made
as quickly as possible, officials said..

4
f
.

I

NEXT WEEK: P141,'7011,70/6 F

ENROLLMENT DOWN
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
percent drop in
four
enrollment has been reported
at state universities and landgrant colleges in the current
academic year.
The decline was reported by
the National Association of
State Universities and LandGrant Colleges, which said the
total dipped from 3,362,846 in
157 to 3,2231,948 in the fall of
078.

We have done what should
have been done months ago."
At least four persons
members of a Berea family were undergoing a series of
rabies shots after their pet dog
became rabid, he said.
Ms. Donahue said 15
animals in the county had
been confirmed rabid through
Friday and euthanization of
dogs at the shelter was

necessary.

YOU'LL LOU,TIE
WANT ABS I" JIG

Season coupon books are young people attempting
to
now available for June and publish a protes
t magazine. It
July productions to be offered will play July 5-6-7
and July 12CAMPBELLSVILLE, Ky.
by the Purchase Area 13-14.
Repertory Theatre (PART I, a
"Goodbye Charlie" by (,AP) - Funeral services will
be held Monday for prominent
new summer theatre of George Axelrod
will top off the Kentu
cky author Janice Holt
Murray State University.
first summer season of PART
Giles, whose historical novels
Three shows will be July 19-20-21 and
July 26-27-72.
have sold more than 3 million
presented during the premiere The two-act
comedy typifies copies.
season of PART. Per- the hilarious
life style of
Mrs. Giles, 74, died Friday
formances will be m Thur- Californians
in the Malibu in Taylor
County Hospital
sday, Friday, and Saturday area and bring togeth
s
er a here.
evenings
in
the
air- wild assortment of characters
A native of Arkansas, Mrs.
conditiontd
University guaranteed
REAL_ OLD
fashioned
to
proetTlie -Giles had writte
hickory smoked bar b q, by
n more than 20
Theatre in the Price Doyle laughter.
the
shoulder_or by the pound,
books, with the best known
Fine Arts Center on the
packaged to go at Big Joe's
Curtain time for all per- being "Fort
y Acres and a
Bar B Q, Coldwater Road,
campus, beginning June 14. formances is 8 p.m.
759 1864
The company will open with
She made her home in Adair
Leonard Gershe's delightful
Season coupon books, which
County with her husband
and warm comedy, -But- sell for $6, include
RICKY ALEXANDER
three
terflies Are Free," which Will coupons -which can be used _Rem,also an author,"-,.
CUSTOM
Mrs. Giles worked"'-in
play June 14-15-16 and June 21- individually for each of the
religi
55 22-23.
ous
educa
tion
in
DOZER WORK
It is the story of a young three shows or all for one
Arkansas for.lhe Christian
man who attempts to strike show. Tickets on the night
4894625
of Church there and briefly at
out on his own and leave the performances will be
$2.50. the First Christian Church at
16 Petty ruler
safety and security of home
Coupon books may be Frank
48 Worry
21 22
_
fort, Ky., before
25 26
and
a very caring parent.
picked up at the PART box
51 Exist
IME
24
becoming secretary to the
27
285529
The
52-Key .
30
second show, "Star office of the University
dean of the Louisville
54 Man's nickSpangled Girl," is an award- Theatre or reserved by callin
31 pi
325555335
g
Presbyterian Seminary in
14
name
winning Broadway play by 767.-6797.
55 Needlefish
1941.
35 1136
37
Neil Simon, one of America's
They may be purchased
56 Approaches
While still at the seminary,
3855
most
57 LIXIVIUT
belove
40
d comic writers. through the mail by enclosing
41
2555
in 1946, she began writing her
a
Theatregoers will remember a check for the proper amoun
45545
DOWN
t first novel, "The Enduring
his play entitled "The Odd made out to PART and a self- 1 Armed conII
Hills," which was accepted for
46 47
48
Couple," which was a suc- addressed, stamped envelope
49 50
flict
publication in 1949. •
2 Man's nickcessful television series for to: Department of Speech and
51
3253355
She married Henry Giles in
54
name
several years.
Theatre, Wilson Hall, Murray
DO YOU OWN ANY,
1945 and later built a log house
3 Chess move 55
365555
"Star Spangled Girl" is a State University, Murray, on Giles' Ridge
at Knifely,
1DIE
4
all
'DIAMONDS?
witty situation comedy about Ky., 42071.
Ky., near here on land that
ANTS
had been in the Giles family
Let us reset
Ot.) BOUGHT A
AND 6(OU 8OU6kT
for four generations.
ltJNA
T'S
Tt4E
them
Bi6
in kNe
FARM?THAT5 GREAT:
"In
world 'where
a
A TRACTOR? AND A
STIC
K
FOR?
"Ear
Rest
TM PROUD OF 40U
everything has become
WHEEL8ARROW?AND
blurred and the sharp issues of
EAR
A 316 STICK?
life have lost their distinctive
STU
DS
values, wrong is still wrong on
4•440rIclbe•
the ridge,. elementally and
r'`ipievidstArctior
mmuderaterrite4
powerfully wrong. And right is
Ns,* ..,,,,.••••••mel
,
111.,aggro.
right, eternally, everlastingly
RIRCHES Mr(
and unquesponabry right,"
!
she said in describing the
S 4th Murray
_NANCY
influence of the land in "The
--- AND SEE
Enduring Hills."
t: I THINK I'LL DROP
WHAT
-The people there still walk
THIS PHONY NICKEL
HAPPENS
NHEp
In freedom, in moral' rectitude, in honor and integrity," she wrote.
Is A Spectalt) At
Despite the long list and
Starks Ilardwars
great success of her bZoks,
Mrs. Giles once said she was
12th dr Poplar
pessimistic about the literary
753-1727
value of her work.FREE PARKING'
"I'm just a good storyteller,
and that is about it," she said.
Survivors include her
BEETLE BAILEY
BIBLE CALL
REMtronC
husband; a daughter; three
Near Friday, Saturday,
WHA
T
WOU
LD
YOUR
grandchildren and a sister.
and Sunday, "NomeYOU L)KE, SIR?
DIET,
Responsibilities
of
SARGE
Children," 7511-4444,
or "Children's Story - A
Wife for Isaac," 7554445.

955

Chenault, Skaggs and employees of the county health
department. A five-point
guideline, detailing actions to
be taken by anyone sustaining
an animal bite, also was
drafted for the public.
"The three agencies that
met felt that time was of the
essence," Chenault said. "The
whole scheme of this thing
(the guideline) is to designate
everybody's
responsibility.

Photo Copy
Watkins
Sales A Service
TWIN LAKES
OFFICE PRODUCTS
183-11123

Hickory smoked bar-be
tsir
que, 25 years experience. Roberson Nibger Inn, 413 5 4th
St. 753-9151.

$. L.OtT Si FOUND

LOST: FE0)1ALE-- cat, white
with hinrk..and brown spots.
-lost from home on Catalina,
could be iniured. 753-501/3.
Reward offered.
LOST in vicinity of Kenlake
mixed breed dog, 5 or 6
months old, white, medium
length hair, wearing white
flea collar. Reward offered.
Cati-474-2211.
LOST: GOLD Cocker Spaniel
in vicinity of Murray High.
753•1462 or 753-1805.

17 VACUUM-CLEANERS

KIRBY
VACUUM
CLEAN
For factor iat.ENSy
rtzed

parts, I
sales, and service call i 9011
642-7619 Located at 102 W
Washington St , Court Square,
Pans, TN

6. MEI,WANTED
22. MUSICAL
BE YOUR own boss this
MUST SELL! 7 floor model
summer Earn good money
organs
, (new
as an Avon Representative
warrenty),
before new shipment arrives,
Fresh air Friendly people.
our special deal to you we
Flexxible hours. For details
make down payment, you
call Connie White, 753 5750.
make the small monthly
DRAFTSMAN
IM •
payme
nts as low as 115 per
MEDIATE opening for -ax.
month Clayton's, J 8
perienced
B
draftsman Music. 753 7575.
technician
for
civil 23 EXTERMINATING
structural and land sur•
veying projects. 1 to 3 years
experience ,required. Will
S
consider
sdrrmser---- em
ployment. Submit resume to
• Jean Fleming, Ted F.
Billington,
Consulting
N
Engineers, P 0 Box 422, or
call 753 8050.
EXPERIENCED' AUTO
body man. 753 7357 or 753
_
WmHOUVEKEEP
'
eR, FOR
elderly couple.. Call 7514634.
L 58. EARN EXTRA money
24. MISCELLANEOUS
immediate full and part time
sales
positions.
„AIR
COMPRESSORS,
Salary
guarenteecl. We will train.' / Quincy. Ingersoll Rand, etc.
Call (502) 8981241.
/' Sales, Parts and Service. 4429396.
PART TIME
JOB
toy
dependable person to „do
BEAUTIFUL
ARKANSAS
medical exams for insurjance
native stone. Will deliver,
companies in area./Some
Call after 7 pm, (501) 448.
medical knowledge 4seeded.
3764.
RN, LPN, or
•militery
CLOSEOUTS! CARPET.
medic preferred((502) 737vinyl linoleum, roll balances,
2295.
remnants,
discontinued
RE
0 NSt 13 LE,
paint, interior and exterior.
R EL IA11.1.,E
Big
savin
person
gs!
Sherwin
to
babysit wit4 infant in our
Williams Company, 753-3321.
home, .5 dayta_ week, 8 am
CHEST TYPE old drink box,
till 5pm. Call 489-.2742
good condition, $75. Call 753.
_WANTED: MEN and women
8854 after 5pm.
behgeen ages of 16 and 23. no
EXTERIOR PAINT, regular
explErience required. Job
$1299
now 58.99. Interior
title Forestry Aid, housing
paint,
regular $999 now
and
meals furnished at
57.99,
also
our best exterior
reasonable rates. For in
atex A 100, regular ST4 99
formation contact your local
only $10.99 Sherwin
county employment office,
Willtams, 753-3321.
753 0977. This is not tem
FOR
SALE
- oak arm their
porary
summer
em
school desk, adult size Make
ploy ment.
nice phone stands, children'S
WANTED: EXPERIENCED
desk, or Sunday School
house painter. Call Don
chairs 53 50 each, t-eaper in
Roberson, 753-3343.
quantities
Paris Usnding
Country Store, just off -79,on
1. SITUATIONS WANTED
Highway 119 Phone 64281119.
WOMEN WOULD like to
_
hang wail paper and paint.
FOR SALE one Burley plant
Call after 3 pm,437 4617..
bed ready to set call 753 0672
after 6 pm.
10. BUS.OPPORTUNITY
SALE,. Nails 8 8 16CC
'MANAGER
FOR
new
Sinkers
50 lb box $15.50;
Minnens store opening soon
Styrof
oam (insulation
in
Murray
Experienced
Its
inch 4 X 8 52 40, 1 inch 4 x
retail person preferred
• 63.80, Particle board
Write Minnens, Inc., P.O.
five
eighths inch 4 X 8 14 25,
Box 993, Paducah, KY 42001 Plywood i7 ,nch 4 X 8 57 50,
Give
alt
pertinent
five eighths Inch 4 X 8 58 25,
educational and employment
inch I X 8 611.00. Exterior
background. An equal opSiding - i X 8 S7.00 and up,
portuinitemployer.
Paneling 80 selections of 4 X
13. SALE OR TRADE
8 sheets from $2.95 to Si 75,
fOR SALE or trade; for a
Cedar closet lining
4 x 8
Chevene, Camaro, Charger.
$5.OQ., _0120r_s- $5.75 and up,
A 1974 Olds Torinado, full
Cabinet Topping
30 cents
power, tilt wheel. AM-FM
Vanities 560 and up,
stereo Call 759 1203 after 4
Tub Kits
Wt.'
$30.00 and up,
pm
Shower Stalls
$135 00
complete; Carpet
53.50
14. WANT TO BUY
sq yd by the roll only, inside
Window Shutters
JUNK CARS. Call after 5 pm,
10 cents
vertical in . Kitchen 5 foot
474-8838.
base and wall cabinet
JUNK CARS deliver or will
$120.00. Tuck Salvage Mdse.,
pick up. Call 474 13854 or 527
Inc. 'Hwy. 45, 1 miles
So
1315.
Martin, TN, 38237. Phone
WANTED 1r0 buy: standing
19011 587 3000 Open Satur
timber, top prices paid. 489
day til 3p_m.
2334.
SUPER stoi-iiio on carpet'
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
and
vinyl
remnants,
WE BUY and sell used air
discontinued paint, in stock
wallpaper,
conditioners. 753-1551 or 753discontinued
9104.
carpet samples; and ladders
We also rent the up and out
Steam Carpet cleaner We do
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
cuStom
picture framing.
Sherwin Williams, 753-3321.
FOR SALE: Used white
couch. Call 753-6080.
WORMS, RED worms, Nite
crawlers; Rex's
30" GAS RANGE, excellent
Worm
Farm, Irvan Cobb Road,
condition, 1' 1 years old,•
Highw
$1000 Also would like to buy
732.
Phone
_ ay
_ _
_ 436 5894.
girl's 20 24 inch bicycle. Call
WALLPAPER CLOSEOUT
753 22611
sale, all in stock wallpaper,
50 per cent off_ Also 5 lines
HIDE-A-BED. Call 759 1149.
of
wallpaper, 25 per cent off.
KROEHLER _CLUB chair
Sherwi
n
Willia
ms,
and ottoman. Slip covers,
753 3321,
26. TV•R
good condition. Mrs. M.G.
_
Carman,753 1552.
cb-Loat
-Tr'TV. for sale,
17. VACUUM CLEANERS
Magnavox. Call 759 1925.
FOR SALE: Eureka vacuum
WANTED- RESPONSIBLE
party to take up payments on
cleaner, like new. - Call /5325" color t v. J 8 B
0935.
Music,
753 7575.
27. MOB.HOME SALES
DOUBLE WIDE trailer,
240
Riveria Courts Call 753-862
0.
1971
.
MORGAN
MOBILE
home, 112 X 60, all electri '
c.
Priced to sell. Call 437 4816.
TWO BEDROOM, 12- x
50
Ramada, located at Riveri
a
Courts
Natural gas, air,
underpinned, completely
furnished,$3300. Call 436 2430
after 6
.pm
12 x 60 1974 WAYSI
Dt, -spacious two bedro
om,
central air, underp
inning,
tie downs, storage shed.
Call,
436 2625 or 474•224.
•
1979 14 X 70/3/ICTORIAN
.
354-8664.
211. MOB. NOME RENTS
TRAILER FOR rent. See
Mrs Brandon Dill,
Dill's
Trailer Court. No phone callS
please.
21, HEATING & COOLI
NG
23,000 BTU WARD'S
air
conditioner, 5250 753 0846
after.5 Pm

HELP WANTED

RN's and LPN's, MI Or part time employment on the 3 to 11 shift or 11 to 7
shift at Care Inn Nursing Home, 4th and
Indiana Ave.; Mayfield, Kentucky. Ex- cellent salary, insurance plans with PSC
drug card, credit union and paid holidays
and vacations.(502) 241-0200.

MURDER

e"'Kelley's Termite
Pest control

7

3
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LIME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
ly
es of
t dog
15
had
ough
on of
WEIS

32. APTS.FOR RENT
APARTMENT AND sleeping
room for rent, close to
University. 753 A140'or 436
2411.
APARTMENT FOR rent,
fully furnished, lots of closet
'space, cablevision, convtent
to MSU. See at Owen's Food
Market.
NICE
TWO
bedroom
apartment, married couples
preferred. No pets $165 per
month. Call 753-6931
ONE
ROOM
efficiency
apartment for rent. Located
near campus on corner of
Olive and 16th Street. Rental
$85. Call 753 6737 or 753-347.
ONE BEDROOM basement
apartment, private bath and
entrance $25 deposit. 753
8294.
TWO BEDROOM townhouse
apartment, all carpet, range,
refrigerator, disposal,
washer and dryer hookup,
central air. Call 753 7550,
33. ROOMS FOR RENT
SLEEPING ROOMS Newly
_ redecprated, one block from
Unfifersity, $70 per month,
utilities furnished Call 7S9

3IL PETS-SUPPLIES.
YORKSHIRE TERRIER,
$150 Call 753 8056
11. PUBLIC SALES
GARAGE AND Moving sale.
Wood burning stove, oak
desk, ping pong table, clothes
of evvery size, plus lots
more Friday and Saturday 8
am till?, 300 South Fifth.
McCORD GARAGE Sale.
/sine 1st and 2nd Ford Road
in Kingswood Subdivision.
Clothes, shoes, household
accessories. Cheap!
YARD
SALE.
Friday
through Monday, 213 South
11th Street
43. REAL ESTATE
IT'S "IN" to be
Healthy air and quiet
surroundings can be yours by
calling 753 1492....2 bedroom
frame, redecorated
with
wallpaper
and
car
pet ing...approximately
acre lot with 3 stall barn for
those horses you've always
wanted Get out of the city
and
en-joy
country
living ..call 753 1492 and let
us.show you more.obour. this
home, offered by Loretta
Jobs Realtors.

43. REAL ESTATE

43. REAL ESTATE

$3. SERVICES OFFERED
19. USED CARS
$3. SERVICESOFFERED
I WILL give guitar lessons in
1970
COUGAR,
GOOD
AIR COMRESSORS and air my home Call 753 3686_
condition, must sell. Will
tools repaired Sales, Parts, KEN'S LAWNMOWER
take $1100 or best offer Call
and Service 442 9396
repair. 718 5 4th Fast ser
753 0502
vice. 753-7400.
1972 CHEVROLET, 2 DOOR, BYARS BROTHERS 8. Son.
vinyl roof, little over 60,000 Generalhome remodeling, LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
framing,
aluminum siding, and gas installation, will do
miles. Call 753-3761.
gutters, and
plumbing, heating and air
South 12th at Svolfrieo•
DUNE BUGGY tor sale. Call 395-067 or 1 roofing. Call 1
362 4895.
conditioning. Ca11753-7203.
75393.42
TELEPHONE 7531 E61
1978 FORD BRONCO XLT, CAN'T GET those small jobs MOBILE HOME anchors
A LOT FOR
underpinning,
new radial tires and white around the houst or mobile and
4 room house located
spoke wheels, 15,000 miles, home done? Carpentry, aluminum, in 3 colors, and
A LITTLE
only seconds to lake.
excellent condition. Must painting,
plumbing, fiberglass roofs sealed. Patio
Lots of home for the
sell! 416 2805.
siding, patios, awnings and aluminum
aluminum
Nice size lot, nice
carports, single and double,
1969 FORD LTD, air, power, small concrete'jobs. Call 436- in
money on this atpatio, large rooms.
colors, Phone 753-1871
2562 after 5 pm.
mileage,
low
$475
Call
436
tractive home just
$14,000.
5574
COMPARE AND save on MOWING AND LAWN Care
listed. Two story home
FOR SALE: 1975 Delta 88 chain link fencing. Circle A for the summer. By ap
pointment. Call 753-6912
has 3 or 4 bedrooms
44. LOTS FOR SALE
Olds, power steering, brakes, Fencing. 753,8407.
CARPET CLEANING, free MITCHELL BLACKTOP
3 ACRE LOTS with city radials, air. 753-0935.
and located on lovely
water available...just five FOR
satisfied PING, driveways and small
SALE:
1971 estimates,
tree shaded lot. Only
minutes from city limits. Volkswagon Beetle, Call 753
references, V ibra•Vac steam jobs a speciality, also pat
$42,500. Phone KopGuy Spann Realty, 753.7724. 7484,
or dry cleaning. Call Lee's thing arid seal coating 753
;1537:perud Realty, 753-1222
FOR SALE 4 lots on Ken- 1974 GRAN PRIX for sale or Carpet Cleaning, 753,5827.
PAINTING, INTERIOR and
tucky lake, near Morgan's trade, low mileage, excellent CARPENTERS
for full-time real
boat dock. Call 753-0935.
AVAILABLE, quality work, exterior, free estimates Call
condition. 753-6953.
estate service. We
436-2437 after 8 pm.
LAKE LOTS of your choice JAGUAR, 1969, TYPE E, realistic prices. Call for free
have a home in your
FLAT
or
from $1200 up. Guy Spann excellent condition, not just a estimates, 753,9987 after,4:30 ROOFING,
•, •-el•Jfit Syll<hCelle
shingles, water proofing and
A
Realty, 753,7724.
car, it's an investment. pm.
ran:e!
TWO LetS for sale: Croppy Serious inquires only. Call CARPET CLEANING, at mobile homes. 15 years
reasonable rates. Prompt experience. Call 435-4173.
Hollow, 3 pump pump shed, 753,0187 for apppointment.
12 ACRES KENTUCKY lake,
A9114..cur 1111131)2, .
LEMANS
14 ?!( 70 1976
SPORT and efficient service. Custom
frontage,. 4
lake.
of
feet
600
31. HOUSES FOR RENT
Coupe. Double power and Carpet Care. 489-2774.
coves, dam side Of Johnothan
DI
tir
' 436-2193.
NICE TWO bedroom house
air, 260 V8 engine, gets ex- CONCRETE'S BLOCK
,
Easy access from
Creek
for rent, one block from
cellent mileage, $1950. Phone Block. garages, basements,
45. FARMS FOR SALE
Benton Aurora area. The
college.
Married couples
driveways, walks, patios,
number to develope resorts,
84 ACRES CHOICE farm 354,6217..
only Inpire at 1408 Poplar
same cove. Call (502) 247- 43. REAL ESTATE
land, includes 40 X 80 tool 1974 MONTE CARLO mid- steps, free estimates. 75343. REAL ESTATE
TWO
BEDROOM
un
5832 or (502) 247-5079. Priced
shed, stripping shd with bath night blue with white vinyl 5476.
furnished house for rent,
heat, 2 tobacco barns, stock top, 40,000 miles, loaded, in DRIVEWAYS AND parking
at $40,000.
BOTO-MA1ORS
.
"
located near hospital Call
barn and 3 bedroom farm excellent condition. 767,2557.
areas white rocked and
753 3582.
house.
MUST SELL, 1973 Dodge graded, brown and white pea
REAL ESTATE
TWO BEDROOM furnished
Dart
Sport
of
with
exa
lot
Free estimates. WILL HAUL driveway white
gravel.
30
ACRES
WITH
753-8080
1500 feet
DISCOVER
house, 112 miles out. $160 per
Clifford Garrison, 753-5429 rock and Ag lime, also have
roaa frontage, fenced with tras, Phone 753-6186.
any type of brown or white
THE GALLERY
Southsicle Cour? Square
month. Call 753 298.4.
pond, one mile east of 1973 PLYMOUTH DUSTER, after 4 pm.
Professional set., lc es
Pea gravel. Call
Roger
OF HOMES
Hardin,1/o.mile off Highway automatic, air, 6 cylinder, DO YOU
Murray, Kentucky
36. RENT
LEASE
need stumps Hudson, 753-6763 or 753-4545.
With The Fr teEigb_rouch"
80 on black top road. Call 437 S1150. 1968 Chevrolet, good removed from your yard or
DIFFERENCE.
BOYD-MAJORS
753-4451
II
PERFECT HARMON4633.
body, motor badly smokes, land cleared of stumps? We WILL PLOW and disk
REAL ESTATE
$85. Call 489-2595.
46. HOMES FOR SALE
can remove stumps up to 24' gardens. 753-1973 or 753-3413.
Y . . . 1 year old, apNever lived in-brand
Mini
LOOKING long? COUNTRY
1
BEEN
below the ground, leaving WILL WASH and wax your
1970
ROVER,
MADE
by
753-8080
HOME,
2
prox. 2,500 sq. ft., efnew 3 or 4 bedroom, 2
Warehouse
Here's your answer! 2 bedrooms, 2.3 acres, reduced British Leyland. V8, 24 mpg. only sawdust and chips. Call cars-vans, at your home. For
ficient
heat
pump,
inbrick
•
bedroom
withfor
gas
Call
1-901-642-8201,
free estimate, Steve Shaw appointment call 753.3728, 7
after
to
6
pm
S12,900. Call 436-2516.
bath, brick with cenPt utea.644.46,I Sri,,
Storage Space
heat...basement...close
to DELUXE NEW 4
1.901-642.9472.
753.9490 or Bob Kemp 435- to 9 am or 8 to 10 pm
With The Fnendly Touch- _- sulation
exceeds
bedroom,
tral heat and air,
For Rent
downtown
and
WILL DO babysitting in my
21/2 bath home in Canterbury. 1971 VOLVO, 4 CYLINDER, 4343_
energy conservation
hospital. priced in the 520's. Priced
fireplace and 2,000 sq.
COUNTRY LIVING
GROOMING.
753-4758
All home. Infants and up.
to sell. Call 753-3903 good mileage, local, one DOG
Call 753.1492 or Judy at 437. for further
standards,
special
owner, excellent condition. breeds.
By appointment. References. Part time or full
AT IT'S BEST . . .
information.
ft. of living area.
44.466.. offered by Loretta
between
Pick up and delivery. Connie time. Located
designer kitchen & apFOUR
BEDROOM
brick Call 753-9289.
Large cypress deck on
Jobs Realtors.
Situated on 30 tenKirksey and Murray. Safe
Lampe,
436
2510.
home, family room with 50. USED TRUCKS
pl., beamed great rm.
da ble,
three sides. located on
fireplace and wet bar, double 1977 C.1-5 RENEGADE, FOR YOUR garden breaking play area. 489-2771.
productive
w/fireplace, formal
WILL HAUL anything that
garage, intercom, central excellent condition, headers, and discing, call 753-6123.
large, excellent main
acres west of Murray.
will fit in pickup truck. 753.
vacuum system, 150 X 150 lot AM FM cassette, many FOR
dining, 2 baths, 2 car
YOUR
home 5857.
neat 3 bedroom home,
lake front lot. Built for
with many trees. .548,500 extras. Call 767-2451.
alterations, repair, and
garage. Sensational
year around living.
firm. Call 753-2286 after 5 pm. FOR SALE:
electric heat, carBASEMENT? We
1972 Ford remodeling, also new homes WET
buy•in upper 60's. Call
HOUSE AND 41 2 acres. Call pickup,
$81,900.
peted, large family
390
motor, and commercial, call 753- make wet basements dry,
work
completely
guarenteed.
753-6940.
automatic,
price 51100. Call 6123.
ApFor
Now
room. Over 1,000 fronNEW HOME, 3 bedrooms; 2 753-9957 after 6 pm.
FENCE SALES at Sears Call or write Morgan ConJohn Smith, Realtor
pointment.
Boyd
tage on 94 W. Higji
baths, For more details call 1969 FORD WINDOW van, now, Call Sears 753-2310 for struction Co., Route 2, Box
Want something
409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
Majors Real Estate,
753-5167.
67,000 miles, new tires, body free estimates for
50's. Boyd Majors
your
call day or night, 1-4424026.
different? Then take a
105 N. 12th St,
NEW LISTING: 3 bedroom fair condition, $1500. Call 753- needs.
Real Estate, 105 N.
9661.
brick, 2 baths, living room
at a delightful
look
FOR YOUR chain link WILL DO plumbing, heating
12th St.
den with WB fireplace, 2 car FOR SALE: 1977 four wheel fencing
COUNTRY LIVING at its
needs, contact and air conditioning, repairs
change.
This
3
garage, central gas heat and drive Chevrolet. Full power Montgomery Ward. Free and remodeling around the
best in this older home on
Th3:1411 (allitimG)
home. 753 2211 or 753-9600.
electric air, brick porch and and air, long wheel base, estimates. 753-1966.
bedroom, 2 bath home
irvan Cobb Road. The home
patio, landscaped, kitchen 22,000 actual miles. Call 489YARD WORK. Paint, clean,
has 2 bedrooms, kitchen, BEAUTIFUL -s
Ideal for storing house
offers..„ a different
1Ti;e
-isicGUTTERING
n
BY
Sears,
has
many
cabinets,
built-in 2200.
living room, dining room and already
for
platted
Sears continous guttet'S trees and bushes trimmed,
full of furniture, cars,
rustic
design.
dishwasher, disposal, utility 1979
bath The best part is the development this spring. All
RENEGADE
CJ7
per
your garbage removal. 759-1894.
room with W D connections, JEEP, hard top, power installed
business
antiques,
acre ot ground with garden lots are large. most . are
Cathedral ceilings,
57.. WANTED
specifications.
Call
Sears
lots of storage, walk-in brakes, power steering, tilt
spot, apple trees, peach approximately an acre. Lots
overflows, etc. Phone
Franklin fireplace,
PAYING NEW higher rate
closets.
Low
560'S. wheel, radio, carpet, V8 753-2310 for free estimates.
trees, pear and cherry trees suitable for various types of
Appointment only, 753.4133 engine, $7900. Also a soft top HOME REPAIRS; exterior for silver coins, $4.50 for
753-7618 after 5:00 p.m.
tasteful lighting,
and grape arbor. Good well 3 homes. Complete subdivision
$11.00 face. Kennedy halves
and interior painting, car
or (713) 526-1592. 3844 Lake to fit a CJ5, $25. Call 753-4330.
coal grate fireplaces, and encompasses 49 acres m 1. 36
wood
natural
great
pentry
St.,
Houston, TX 77098.
work,
small 1965-69, 75 cents. Call Cooley
more for only $13,500. The lots to be sold for only
FOR
All
YOUR
37. LIVfSTOCK-SUPP.
51. CAMPERS
masonary jobs, desks and in Paris,(901) 642-5118.
room. Take a look
Nelson Shroat Co. 759.1707.
TWO J8 EDROOM demon$35,000. Call 753 1492 or
HALF MORSE, half pony.
POP-UP patios built, rooms paneled. WANTED: PERSON to care
REAL ESTATE
strator- cottage, completely TRADEWINDS
you'll like it. $47,900.
Benda at 753 8221...offered
Stands 13 hands, extremely
Camper
all
camping
gear
492-8516.
for 3 children, ages 8-9,
furnished, including dish
NEEDS CALL
by Loretta Jobs Realtors
Do "ydu want space to
well trained. Call 753-0224
weekdays
beginning
John Smith, Realtor
washer and stereo sound included, good condition. INSULATION
1111111 I 111004
3B-506
BLOWN in by mediately. Your home or
$400. Call 436-2430 after 6 pm.
after 5 pm or Saturdays. ,
have a home, garden,
system.
utilties.
Low
Call
Ot1.11B PRP
Alt 141337
Sears, save on these high ours. Call
weaning
TWENTY FOUR
WE
ARE
your
authorized
762,4288
Built,
for
Custom
753-0984
(days), or
trees?
If
and
orchard
WI *MO
UM)753.1515
heating and cooling billS.
p195. 436.2280.
753-9981,7531122 (evenings).
appointment.
Monday dealer for Monitar travel
liLy rsviis
Call
Sears,
753.2)10,
want
will
for
free
you
then
so,
trailers
by
Holiday
Rambler.
through Friday 9 till 5,
TWO PIGS, 2 months old
WANTED:
FEMALE
See at Arrowhead Camper estimates.
Sundays 2 till S. '
Call 753.2521.
one of the five acre
roommate to share nice 2
1534411
Sales, Highway 80 E, JACK'S BLACKTOP paving, bedroom, furnished apart
(anytime)
47.
MOTORCYCLES
38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
located
mini-farms
patching, also seal coating. ment. For more information
Mayfield. 247,8187.
1974 YAMAHA 360 MX. Call
DOBERMAN STUD service,
Phone 753-1537
within a quarter of
call 759.1216.
&MOTORS
BOATS
52.
753-9342.
Daniel's
Blue
Caesar,
We have several
mile of the lake. These
champion pedigree-AKC
1977 YAMAHA TT 500, dirt 18' ALUMN1CRAFT, V8
753-3277 after 5pm.
wooded homesites are
bike, must sell, good con- engine, 250 hp. $1400. Call
choice water-front and
753.6593
dition. Call 436.2317.
MONTHS
FOUR
BRING YOUR
black
Ky 1918 a
on
lake
located
view
lots"Labrador Retriever, AKC
MOTOR- 16' DUAL RUNABOUT,65 hp
YAMAHA
125
DREAMS AND
overlooking the lake.
blacktop road in the
& REAL ESTATE
registered. 436 2805.
CYCLE, completely rebuilt, Johnson, tilt trailer, perfect
Walls, windows,floors and carpets. FAte estimates.
MOVE ON IN
condition, $1195. Call 753Bluff
Hamlin-Pine
1300. Call 753-1946.
Water front lots have
MUST FIND a good home
753-3263 ANYTIME
Insured and experienced. Gill
6084.
immediately for a male
SERVICE
48.
AUTO.
elecand
Phone
area.
gentle
charSi.
bedroom
Three
sloping
N.
12th
392
terrain
Persian,
neutered
and
310 G CASE CRAWLER 14' EBBTIDE BOAT, 20 hp
or night.
down to the water so
tric is in the area. Boat
mer with central gas
declawed cat, in excellent
motor, 1968 model. 1962 John Elect live well, trolling
NICE
QLDER
home
in
New
--alefer
- -Creed-- foeCall
new.
trailer,
den ' with
heat,
motor,
like
that
launching area nearyou
can
single
dump
Chevrolet
truck,
launch
Providence plus 50 X 20
couple. Call in the evenings,
axle trailer for transporting 437.4269 aftert pm.
fireplace, and exFinancing
building for most any use
your boat from your
by.
753 7450,
loader. Call 436-2275.
SALE:
16'
FOR
Nice
Home
includes A bedrooms,
tremely economical
available with small
house
site.
Lake
TOY POODLES, silver, 8
view
Fiberglass
Runabout, 75,
living room, dining room,
49. USED CARS
months, housebroke. $100
utility bills. Phone us
Evinrude,
lots
trailer.
down payment and
and
have
horse
a
lake access
bath and utility room. Home
Call 759,4540.
Ready to go. $700. 753-4530.
for all the details on
sits on
acre lot and
balance at less than
area nearby. All of lots
1972 Chevy Impala in
building
across
street
also
HOUSEBOAT, 42 FOOT
this fine opportunity.
bank rates. John C.
have
nice,
wooded
sits on 14 acre lot. Home
Gibson, 1970 model, twin
good condition. Call
Located on Kirkwood
sepewte is S18,750 building
Realtor,
Neubauer,
building sites. These
Chrysler engines, Boston
Delkeraten
AK(
753-9964
after
5
is $15,000. Both together,
p.m.
KopPhone
Drive.
Whaler 9 ft. dingy with
1111 Sycamore St.,
Moodier Puppies. Champion
are located in the
$33,500. The Nelson Shroat
motor, 1977 model, new
perud Realty, 753-1222.
Weedlike', oldstenifing toeMurray, 753-0101/7531
Co 759 1707.
Hamlin-Pine Bluff
radio,. Hailer-Digital depth
Must sell.
of
members
are
We
drowsier' ind *spondee.
finder, compass, barometer,
area of the lake.
or call Bob Rodgers,
Multiple Listing SerPhone 419 2742
stereo tape system, 2 air
753-7116.
Financing
available.
conditioners, completely
vice.
1974 AMC HORNE17-1-5-w
John C. Neubauer,
furnished, $21,900. Kenla
mileage, good condition. Call
Marina, slip number 61.'fee
Realtor, 1 111
753-8803.
10141 101(
An time, Day or Night
or call Ross McBride,/Slip
COLLECTORS ITEM, 1971
Sycamore
St.,
number 55. (502) 474,8818.
Mark III, loaded with
Murray,753-0101/7531.
1963 JOHNSON 20 HP motor.,
BOYD-MAJORS"
.
equipment and in good
perfect d coriclition. Call 753
condition,
$2000. Phone 354REAL ESTATE
or 753-1729.
1664
YOUR INFLATION hedge! 6691.
753-8080
Appboximately 170 acres. 1974 CAMARO
LT, loaded, 53. SERVICES OFFERED
Recently
surveyed. $3350. Call 753-9834 after 5
ADDIsTIONS, REPAIR work,
Professional Services
Cropland, timber, eight acre pm.
circulating
fireplaces,
TouchFriendh
With The
lake, good road access
roofing, insurance work. Call
electric
and
on
Telephone
JUST THE PLACE
Murray Remodeling. 7531974 Buick Regal, exproperty Only V2 mile from
Designed and Custom made right here in
5167.
FOR YOUR FAMILY
Kentucky Lake. Reasonably
cellent condition, air,
BACK
HOE
WORK,
Murray. If you don't know your marble. . .
septic
priced. John c. Neubauer,
TO CALL HOME . . .
AM-FM radio, must sell.
tanks, gravel and dirt
Realtor, 1111 Sycamore
Know
your manufacturer.
About 1 mile West of
hauling.
753,5808 or 753,5706.
Street, Murray. 753-0101 or
Call after 5, 753-9964.
Puryear, Term. - Neat
7537531
BUSHHOGGING,
Will consider reasonable
BUILDING tear downs, lot
Is inflation beating you down? One way to keep up is to own your own home. Let
3 bedrrn. frame home,
clearing. Call 753.2418 betoffer.
us show you this attractive home that is conv,gniently located at 1510 Clayshire. •
large living rm., kitQuality
ween 8 am and 9 pm.
Ainley Auction &

SPEED LANE
$5o OR LESS

A

Tit

'THE BOYS N THE GAS STATION
p ,
HAVE SURE TAKEWTHE HEAT OFFuttizystrte.se!
OF US,

CARTER STUDIO
WEDDINGS &
PORTRAITS
753-8298

Arro

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
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you
thly

per

Office Space for I
rent. Call 753.
7618 after 5:00.

S.
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of I X
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X8
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cents
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up,
35.00
53.50
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cents
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dse ,
S So
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Satur
arpe t'
ants,
stock
inued
ders
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We do
mtng.
321
, Nile
or m
Road,
5894 .
OUT
aper,
nes of
f off.
321.
sale,
5
BLE
nts on
usic,
r, 210
8620.
BILE '
ectric.
816.
x50
iveria
, air,
iefely
6 2430
SID,
room,
nning,
d Call,
RIA N.

See
Dill's
e calls
INDS air
S30$46

A PROVEN
METHOD OF
MARKETING
YOUR HOME.

Warehouse •
Storage
Space
For Rent

453.7174

WILSON
INSURANCE

Spring House Cleaning
Special
759-117liday

health.

DUNN'S ELECTRIC

Licensed For
Commercial or Residential
Free Estimates On Any job
Large or Small

-

Call 436-2372

Danny 8 Twila Dunn, owners

MARBLE

-

Offered in low $30's.

chen,
carpeting,
range, exhaust fan,
draperies
included.
Electric and/or wood
heat. On apprx. 1 acre,
blacktop road. High
20's. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St.

12:26 Patio

111116.
(Tulin lank Fenced
Rack Yard

Utility
Room

Kitchen
11‘.1:12

CI
cnl

Paved Drive

SIM

1)

Bedroom
121 If

I.•
0

laving Hoorn
11,
2:15

co

Bedroom
Rim)

Bedroom

John Smith,
Realtor
U.S. 641 North, Village Center
Phone 75377411 Anytime
•
or Home Phones
Ron Talent 753-9894
Lou Ann Philpot 753-6843

_

Joe Kennon 436-5676
Janice Austin 753-8614

For your vacation or
retirement living you
must see this lake
front home. It is
situated on a beautiful
water-front
lot
overlooking
the
Cypress Bay area of
the lake. A glass enclosed porch offers a
spectacular view - of.
the water activities of
the lake. The house is
well equipped and
'ready for immediate
occupancy.
The
floating dock will
provide a place to dock
your boat and also a
place from which to
fish. Call us for an appointment 'W See this
home.
John
C.
Neubauer,
Realtor,
1111 Sycamore St.,
Murray, 753-0101/'7531
or call Bob Rodgers,
753-7116.

,,,11, ealty Sales
an CAM A

NORNBOCKLE BARBER SNOP
...Strove

t• I to r47„1,

1

zwlib

NEW OFFICE NOUNS
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Price of
HAIRCUT 82.00
14t

Itelt. ow, pie«.

Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 ti15:00
PRICE SNAKE 81.75

733 311115w I.,•bilmee. NNW"Palk krIrle.

That Will Please"

Thornton Tile
And Marble
612 So. 9th

753-5719

rz 753-122/
JUST WHAT
THE FAMILY
ORDERED
You'll know the real
meaning of home
when you see this well
constructed,
newly
decorated home just 7
miles from town.
Home features 3
bedrooms. 2 baths,
family room with
fireplace. lovely IanLandscaped yard, deck,
and centk.31 electric
r. Igz
ine
olatted
p
hrec
eatiaatn;l-,th
y.
t lot
to. You
omntill6Osexe 35i0
must
li
may be just the
house you have been
looking for. Low &50's,
Un-lease yourself and
phone
Kopperud
Realty 753-1222.

FOR SALE BY OWNER

801 N. 20th
BUILT FOR LIVING...

800 N. 20th
LOOKS EIKE NEW...
BeautiNly decorated, 3 large bedrooms,
large kitchen, family room and 1-42 baths.
Central heat and air, fireplace, and 2 car
carport. 2,210 sq. ft. Priced to sell in the
$40's.

This 3 bedroom, living room, TV room,
dining room, kitchen, utility room, great
room with fireplace, 242 baths and 2 car
garage. Heat pump, 18 x 28 greenhouse,
expertly landscaped. Reduced.Io in the
*50's.

OWNERS LEAVING TOWN
NEED TO SELL QUICKLY
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I Funerals
Local Services Held
For D. W. Billington,
Retired Minister

Christian Church
Services Planned

"Yes...But..." will be the
subject of the sermon by the
Rev. Dr. David C. Roos at the
10:45 a.m. worship service on
Sunday, June 3, at the First
Christian Church ( Disciples of
Local funeral services for Christ).
the Rev. D. W. •Billington of
Mrs. Harlan Hodges will be
Cadiz will be held at 2 p.m. in charge of the installation of
today at the chapel of the J. H. officers of the Christian
Churchill Funeral Home with Women's Fellowship at the
the Rev. 0. D. Boyd and the services. They include Ann
Rev. Bill Sullivan officiating. McKeel, chairman; Leah
Music will be by Gus Hart, vice chairman; Betty
Robertson Jr., soloist, and Gore, secretary; Lucille
Richard Jones, organist.
Austin, corresponding
- Grandsons and stepgran- secretary; Nell Robbins,
dsons
wilL - serve
as treasurer; Shirley Boone and
pallbearers and burial will Rita McKeel, service cofollow in the Murray City chairmen.
Cemetery.
. The Church Choir will sing
The Rev. Billington,8,died the anthem, "Go Ye Into All
Thursday in Princeton. He The World." The flowers on
was a retired Baptist the communion table will be in
minister.
memory of Mrs. Rubye M.
.• _
Survivors
Roberts by Mr. -and •Mti.- JoeMrs. Edna Billington, Cadiz; T. Thurman and children,
two sons. Guy and Owen Tom and Elizabeth.
Billington, Murray; stepJim Boone will be the
daughter, • Mrs.
Irene worship leader; Henry Holton
David kinOns, president of the Calloway County High
Coleman', stepson, Thomas and Johnny Reagan, the
Ken Asher (right), manager of Burger Queen,
presents a
Fourshee, Cadiz; two sisters, elders; „„Elmer Collins, Dave School Booster Club, accepts a donation from Ken Asher,
check to Bob McDowell, president of the
Murray High
Mrs. Mande Cook. and Mrs. Eldredge; M. C. Ellis, Betty Burger Queen manager. The check is to help the
Athletic Booster Club. The donation Will go
Sallie Williams, Murray; Gore, Norman Hale, and Leon school's athletic teams.
toward the
school's athletic teams.
three brothers, Calvin and Smith,
deacons
and
Ito
Henry of Murray and deaconess; Mr. and Mrs. Don
Woodrow of Akron, Ohio; and McCord, greeters; Faye
seven grandchildren and three Austin, nursery.
stepgrandchildren.
Mrs. Marge Hays will be the
official church visitor for the
corning week.
"The Unpardonable Sin"
Sunday School will be at 9:30
with scripture from Matthew
a.m.
NEW YORK (AP)- A job challenging as they make it.
The youth groups will meet 12:22:32 will be the subject of
the sermon at 10:45 a.m. isn't "dead-ended"-a person To succeed you need a ggoal
5:
p.m.
at
30
Sunday.
•
John Dale will speak at the
Final rites for Mrs. Hobert
service, and "The Deacon is "dead-ended" in the job, and to achieve that goal you 8:30 and 10:40
a.m. and 6 p.m.
(Ella) Elliott of Murray Route
Ministry" with scripture from Kent Haskell, head of an must show initiative, be worship
services
on Sunday,
5 were held Wednesday. at 10
I Timothy 3:8-13 will be the executive-search
firm, productive and earn more June 3,
at the Seventh and
a.m. at the chapel of the Max
responsibility.
subject at the 7 p.m. service at _maintains.
Poplar Church of Christ.
Churchill Funeral Home with
In fact, there is no such -- "Equally - important,"
the First Baptist Church on
His morning subject will be
the Rev. Jonathan Kirnbro
Sunday, June .3, by the pastor, thing as a 'dead-end' job," advises Haskell, "and this is
Is My Name Written
and the Rev. Darrell Ramsey
says the president of MSL very often overlooked, you
the Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker.
There?" with scripture from
The Rev. Martin Mattingly
Consultants. must talk to the right people
Wayne Halley, minister of International
Rev. 21:23-27, and his evening
Pallbearers were David will speak on the subject,
"It's
possible
to be replaced within your company about
music, will sing a solo,"Room
subject will be "Whosoever"
Hobert Elliott, John Edward "Filling Vacuums II," with at
the Cross," and direct the by someone who will become your future. Let them know with scripture
from John 3:14Ellicott, Donnie Elliott, W. P. scripture from John 20:19:23 Church
Choir in special music successful in the job you that you want to move up, and 17.
Hurt, John W. Kimbro, Keith at the masses at 6:30 p.m. on
Sunday. Joan Bowker will thought was a dead end. I have what your aspirations are."
Tommy Carraway, Jerry
Beane, and Steve Reed. Burial today and at Band 11 a.m. and be
According to Psychology
organist and Allene Knight seen this happen time and
Bolls, Roger Garner, Johnny
was in the Barnett Cemetery.
4:30 p.m. on Sunday, June 3, at will be pianist.
again."
Today, 44 percent of middle
Bohannon, Keith Higgins, Ron
Mrs. Elliott, 78, died St. Leo's Catholic Church.
The reason, he suggests,"is managers surveyed felt
The deacon of the week.
McNutt, Emmanuel Manners,
Monday at the MurrayNursery for children, 2 to 6 Ronald
Churchill, and the that the job simply wasn't "trapped" in their present Forest Boyd.
Adrian Cloys,
Calloway County Hospital.
years, will be open for the 11 associate
minister, the Rev. right for the person in the first jobs, Haskell reports. And Don A. Moseley,
Jerry Ainley,
She is survived by her a.m. mass on Sunday. Coffee G. T.
place."
fully 60 percent thought they
Moody, will assist in the
and Phil Cannon will assist in.
husband, Hobert Elliott, step and doughnuts will be served
But it's never too late to would change jobs within the
services.
the services.
daughter, Mrs. Linzy Beane, after the Band 11 a.m. masses.
At the evening service the discover the job is not right, next five years.
Presiding for The Lord's
son, Ben Lane, two step sons,
Weekday masses will be at ordinatio
"Clearly, they're in the
n of Mike Outland as adds Haskell, who points out
Supper will be Steve Steele,
John and James Elliott, niece, 11:45 a.m., Monday through a deacon
wrong
that
survey
byIndus
a
job,"
says
Haskell,
try
who
of the church will be
IRemon Nix, Dale Chadwick,
Mrs. Cecil White, nephew, J. Friday.
held. John Randolph, chair- Week ghowed that at least a offers these "early-warning Wayne
Wilson, and Gene
R. Lane, eight grandchildren,
The Summer School of man
third
signals"
the
business
cot
alert
to
people
a
manager
of the. deacons, and
McDougal
. Workers for the
Religion for Grades 1 to 8 will
and four great grandchildren.
James Whaley will assist in who changed jobs last year that he is dead-ended in his Extension
Department will be
be from 9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. the service.
were in their mid-40s.
Emmanue
l
Manners and Gene
and for pre-schoolers ages 4 to
-You've lost your ambition
When people tell me that
Volunteer nursery workers
McDougal. Karen Carraway
6 from 9 to 11 a.m., Monday Sunday
morning will be their job is going nowhere." he and drive.
through Friday.
-You don't feel productive. will be helper for the special
Mesdames Billy Brandon, says. -my reply is that a job
class.
-You feel trapped.
David Travis, Dick Hen- can be as rewarding and as
Serving the audience for
-You
don't
want
to
to
go
ninger, Bill Marcum, Bobby
The
Lord's Supper during
work.
McDowell, Coy Andrus, and
June will be Jerry Ainley,
-You've
become
clock
a
Robert Etherton; Misses
Mrs. Jemimah Wilson,81, of
Jerry Grogan, Richard Duke,
watcher.
Carol Sears, Laura Sears,
Route 4, Murray, died at 1.
Jack Ward, Bud Gibbs, Roger
-You're
not
comCarol
Spann. and Gina
a.m. today at the MurrayMembers of the United municati with
your bosses. Garner, Z. B. Russell, Roy
ng
Rogers; and Fred Workman.
Calloway County Hospital.
Daughters of the Confederacy
-You
don't
find any Harmon, Robert Johnson,
Sunday
School will be at 9:30 and Children of the
Mrs. Wilson was the wife of
Guinn Jones, Euin Dick, and
Conchallenge
your
in
job.
Bruce
Logue will begin his a.m. and Church Training at 6
Sam L. Wilson who died Feb.
federacy are especially in-You haven't made any Lorin Watson.
20, 1977. One brother, Henry P. ministry with the University p.m.
vited to attend the Jefferson progress.
Bus drivers for June will be
Church,
Christ
of
on Sunday,
Vacation Bible School Davis birthday
Paschall, died in January of
Danny
celebrati
Cleaver,.Larry Evans,
on
at
-----Your salary hasn't inJune 3. Services will be at opened today Saturdy)o
with the
this year.
Jefferson
Max Farley, and Bob
Davis
creased
with
your—ex-,
10:30 a.m.and 6 p.m.
preparation day at 10 a.m. 'Monument in
She is survived by two
LaMastus.
Fairview on pectations.
Assisting in the services will Classes for four year ord
daughters, Mrs. ,Thomas
Sunday, June 3.
Nursery attendants for Jane
-You see others around you
be Ernie Bailey, Wayne through high school will be
iMablei Pickard of Route 7,
Because of the extensive happy and succeeding in their will be Mary F. Paschall, Lisa
Williams, Vernon Gantt. Jack held from 9 a.m. to 12 noon,
Murray, and Mrs. Rubin
restoration, no commerative jobs.
Wallin, Rita Chderry, Gerry
Wilson, J. H. Nix, Sherrill Monday through Friday, June
(Grace) James of Route 7,
services have been held at the
Thomas,
Becky Phillips,
have
-You
no
pride
in
Gargus,and Jimmy Ford.
Ito 8.
Murray;_
monument during the last two either your job or your ac- Susan Simmons, Jon T.
BoloSW:ks, George
The
general meeting of the years.
Wilson, Route 2, Paducah,ard
Carpenter, Toni --Bohannon,_..
complishments.
Gallagher, Vernon But- Elifarst WOriien-WiTl-tie- heldLarry Wilson. Route 1,
-Tfie reaTity organized
Haskell emphasizes that Debbie Miller, Hoyland Jones;
terworth, Paul Rogers, Tuesday at 9:30 a.m. in the
Gilbertsville; four sisters,
-Jefferson Davis Birthplace changing a job because
you and Hilda McKenzie."
Leonard Wood, Ogie Green- church chapel with Mrs.
Mrs. Viney Dixon Hazel, Mrs.
Association Inc. is arranging think it is dead-ended can be
Bible Classes will be held at
field, Burton Young,Joe West, Jerrell White to be the guest
Mary Hutchins, Puryear,
the birthday party. The dangerous. "You risk moving 9:45 a.m. Sunday and at 7:30
and Murrell Goheen will serve speaker on the subject.
Tenn., • Mrs.
Pernesie
Pennyrile Players of Com- into another job and facing the p.m'. on Wednesday. The first
The Lord's Supper.
,"Moonie Cult."
Paschall, Route 2, Puryear,
munity College, Hopkinsville, identical situation," he notes. session of a new class
Nursery supervisors will be
and • Mrs. Lucy Jackson,
will present an outdoor drama
"Above all, do something designed especially for singles
Earline Doran, Wilma Wilson,
Hazel; and one brother,
based on the life of Davis
you want to dd. Don't rush into will be held Tuesday at 7 p.m.
Joann Simmons, Renee
Roosevelt Paschall, Route 2,
either a new job or career. with Jerry Fulton as teacher.
Taylor, Ann Thompson. and
Puryear.
Think it out. The ambition,
Kathy
Misner.
_ The Rev. Dr. Walter E.
Nine grandchildren and six
drive,
motivation
and
Bible
study will be at 9:30 Mischke,
great-grandchildren
Jr., minister of the
also
required to succeed, are sure
a.m. Sunday.
First United Methodist I
survive.
to re-surface."
Church, will speak on the
The Max Churchill Funeral
The First Presbyterian
subject, "A Fresh Wind
Home has charge of the
Church will hear the pastor,
Blowing" with scripture from
arrangements which are
the Rev. R. E. Rabatin, speak
Regular worship services
Acts 2 at the 8:45 and 10:50 on the subject, • .1,ife
incomplete at this time.
will be held at the •Grace
a.m. worship services on Together. Wind or Fire.'
B.Iptist" C'hurch, 617 South
with
The Memorial Baptist Sunday, June 3.
scripture-from Acts 2:1-18,
Ninth Street, Murray, on
at
Church will hold regular
Connie Wallschlaeger will the 10:45 a.m.
NASHVILLE, Tenn.(API - Sunday, June 3, at 10:45 a.m.
services_
on_
worship services at 10:50 a.m. sing a solo,"I See God," at the Sunday,June 3.
Tennessee 18-year-olds may and 6:30 p.m. with the pastor,
and 7 p.m. on Sunday, June 3, 8:45 service, and the Chancel
Lisa Slater will dirett
sell liquor, but must wait for the Rev. R. J. Burpoe, as the
the
19th birthday to drink it speaker.
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) - with the pastor, the Rev. Dr. Choir, directed by Paul choir and will .also play
the their
Shahan with Bea Farrell as organ. Betty Wilder,
Three hundred high school Jerrell White, as the speaker.
under a law signed Friday by
Dan Billington will direct
e:der,
Special music will be by the organist, will sing the anthem, will assist in the
seniors are expected at
Gov. Lamar Alexander. It the music with Dwane Jones
sacramen
t
of
Eastern Kentucky University Church Choir, directed by "My Shepherd Will Supply My baptism for Nicholas
Tay?,i• went into effect as soon as as organist and Anita
Gresham
with Need." at the later service.
today for the start of Milton
Helton at the morning semee. Alexander signed it.
Underhill as pianist.
Margaret Wilkins as organist
Church School will be held
Bluegrass Boys'State.
Ushers will be Carroll
The legal age had been 18
Nursery workers will be
,
U.S. Rep. Tim Lee Carter, and Sharon Owens as.pianist. at 9:45 a.m.
Red Howe, Paul Guy, iind
1973.
Tennessee Faye Tefft, Don Tefft, Freda
`stlince
A.
Their
selection
will
be "How
The United Methodist youth G. Wilson.
R-Ky., was the scheduled
becomes' the seventh state Jones, Terri Downey, and
Fellowship will meet at the
keynote speaker at tonight's Wonderful."
Sunday School *ill be at 9
mace 1976 to increase its Bonnie Hale.
30
Guy Cunningham, deacon of home of Mr. and Mrs. Paul a.m.Sunday.
opening session. Other invited
minimum age for drinking
Bus drivers will be Dewey
speakers for the week-long the week, will assist in the Kiesow for a cookout and
Events throughout the
whiskey or beer. The Hall, 753-3397, and Brent
wine,
swimming party from 5:30 to 7 will include Worship week Tennessee law affects all Manning,753-4808.
program include two of the services.
ComVolunteer nursery workers p.m. on Sunday.
state'S
Demoeratic
mittee meeting at 7 p m. three beverages by the bottle
Sunday School will be at 9:45
congressmen, Carl Perkins* .will be Stephanie CunOn Tuesday, June 5, at 10 Tuesday, Bible study class
a.m. Sunday with Hoyt Wyatt
ac by the drink.
on
ningham, Nadine Beane, and a.m. the United Methodist the book of Philippia
and Carroll Hubbard.
Other states that have a:4 superintendent. The
ns
Bluegrass Boys' • State, Halford Beane.
Women will meet for the Sallie Guy at - 7:30 p
raised their drinking ages Deaconk will meet at 1:30 p.m.
Church Teaching will be at program meeting. A potluck Wednesday,
Sit stionsored by the state
since 1976 are Iowa, Min- Sunday.
American Legion, is designed 9:40 a.m. and Church Training luncheon will follow. The Congregational Care
nesota ,.and Montana to 19;eb, The business meeting of the
to teach pupils the-principles at 6.p.m. Directors are Elbert executive committee will mittee meeting at 3:30 COM- Main ind Massachusetts, to church will • be
held Wedp.m.
Thomason and Bill Zambella.
of democratic government.
meet at 9 a.m. Tuesday.
Thursday.
nesdayát7r3Opi.
20; and Michigan to 21.

Baptists To Hear
Pastor And Hold
Deacon Ordination

Final Rites Held
For Mrs. Elliott

Job Is Not'Dead-Ended';
Person Is 'Dead-End'

John Dale Speaker
At Church, Christ
Services On Sunday

Rev. Mattingly To

Speak At Services

Mrs. Jemimah Wilson
Dies This Morning
Bruce Logui Will
At Local Hospital
Start Ministry At
University Church

Jefferson Davis Celebration Set' .

First Methodist To
Hear Dr. Mischke

Dr. Jerrell White
Speaker, Memorial

Bluegrass Boys State
Starts Today At EKU

Presbyterians To
Hear Rev. Rabatin

Law Changes
Tennessee Drinking
Age To 19 Years

Grace Church Will
Hear Pastor Speak

Motorists Can Expect
More Of Same On
Kentucky Highways .
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)- operating shorter hours.
The
Bluegrass
Motorists can expect almost a
and
carbon copy of last weekend Louisville auto clubs' weekly
on Kenttucky highways during fuel gauge survey shows t.
the coming week: they will percent of the stations expect
again find higher prices, spot to be open Sunday and 14
shortages
and
stations percent are expected to stay
on a 24-hour, 7-day a week
schedule. The survey shows a
three to seven percent drop in
gasoline avairlablility in
evening hours with 36 percent
of the stations along major
highways now closing by 6
p.m. on Saturday and 58
Registration for a scuba
percent closing by 8 p.m
diving basic certification
weekdays.
course to begin June 9 at
The possibility of motorists
Murray State University as a
encountering spot shortage'.
continuing education offering
is scheduled at 7 p.m. continues with 12 percent (c
Tuesday, June 5, in Room 5104 stations surveyed reportiP,
out of one or more grades.
of the Applied Science
The survey also shoWs ti
Building._,
Classes will meet for three cost-of--gasohne went up-an
average of one cent a gallon
hours on Tuesdays and
Thursdays. June 9, 12, 16, 19, the last week. The avera,.
price at full service pumps is
23, and 26 in the Carr Health
now 83.6 cents for regular,88.9
Building. Students will do
for premium and 87.4 for noopen water diving the
lead. At self-service stations,
weekend of June 30 as a final
prices are PI to four cents
requirement of the course.
Besides national cer- lower with the average being
tification by the Professional 78.8 cents for regular, 88.4 for
premium and 83.3 for no-lead.
Association
of
Diving
Diesel fuel jumped another 2
Instructors, the course also
cents the last week and
provides five Continuing
averages 799.5 per gallon.
Education Units CEUs) for
each participant through the
Center
for
Continuing
EducatiOn on the campus.
Instructors will be Ross
Continued From Page One
Meloan, Jack Lile, and Robert
Jones.
saw 23 hours and then fly 180
The fee of $80 for the course
miles west to Gniezno, where
covers certification, CEUs, he will celebrate a Sunday
text and workbook, and the
Mass and meet with young
use of diving tanks, air, and
people.
breathing
Hewill be in the pilgrimage
regulators.
Students supply their own fins, city of Czestochowa Monday
mask, snorkel, and safety
and Tuesday for public
vest.
Masses and private services
at the Jasna Gora Monastery.
Additional details about the
scuba diving course may be
On Wednesday he will visit
obtained by visiting or
Krakow, where he served as
calling: Ross Meloan, Student
archbishop and cardinal, and
Development Office, Ordway
the following day will visit his
Hall, Murray Staje Univerhomewown of Wadowice and
sity, telephone (502) 762-6831.
the Nazi death camp of Auschwitz.
Friday the pope will go to
Nowy Targ and celebrate
DIRECT APPROACH
Mass for thousands of Polish
PORTCHESTER, England
highlanders before returning
1-AP) - Mick-Fletcher, 22, to Krakow, with
a trip to
claims it is faster to paddle nearby Mogila Saturday
.
eight kilometers to work and
Sunday will complete John
back each day across busy .Paul's visit, with -a Pontifica
l
Portsmouth Harbor than face
Mass dedicated . - to St.
traffic snarls.
Stanislaw, Poland's patron
Se far, his only traffic saint, and a papal address in
problems have come from
the Krakow Cathedral. He
warships.
then will leave for Rome....

Registration For
Scuba Diving
Course To Begin

Pope...

Captain D's
FISH DINNER
ALL YOU CAN EAT

4), FREE!
16Oz.
soft drink

You get french fries,cole slaw,
hush puppies and
all the delicious fish fillets
you can eat!

Highway 641
South, Murray

°n1Y

$279

Monday & Tuesday
Murray

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET inc.

Telephone
753-2617

